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CHICAGO, ILL., APRIL 17, 1879. 
Editorial. 
What is there in the Iltmosphere of the Pacific coast that makes 
people bright in educational matters ? The last number of th~ 
Pacific Journal contains a set of questions that are admirable, 
whereas the questions used in some of the Atlantic cities, and the 
Regents' Questions of New York, are not worth even the poor 
paper they are printed on. 
There is no class of Catholics more generous of their means 
toward the church or more devoted to her than the Catholics of 
Boston; and yet in that city parochial schools are almost . un-
known. The Catholic Bishop of Boston defines the position of the 
Church as that of opposing the public schools theoretically. If 
the Bishop of Boston can give his flock peace on the subject of 
"iodless schools," why can not the clerics in other cities do 
likewise? 
It ' is a curious feature in nearly all schedules of salaries that 
teachers get the lowest pay at the time when they are doing their 
best work, viz. : soon after they begin to teach. It may be pro-
Cessional heresy, but we have our doubts as to the value of great 
experience. Experience in many cases means indifference; rou-
tine, mechanical methods, in a word-laziness Instead of a . 
teacher's commencing at $400 and working ten years to reach 
the maximum of $750, the rule should be to have her-we use 
the pronoun advisedly and don't want the new one-commence 
on $750 and at the end of seven or ten years, be cut down to 
$35o-or pensioned. Strange as it may appear, we like the 
young girls for teachers. In aU other respects those more ad-
vanced in years may be desirable, but for teachers-call it weak-
ness, or perversity, or folly, if you will-give us the young girls. 
Anxious, waiting teachers, here is your chance! The London 
Schoolmaster advertises to the extent of several pages for "cer-
tificated masters" and "articled mistresses." "Teachers 
Wanted" ornaments the head of several columns in that inter-
esting and successful journal. Teachers,· why not go to England 
and apply .for the numerous places that seem to be vacant? Be-
fore quitting this subject, however, we are constrained to say 
that in the same journal there are as many advertisements of 
"teachers requiring schools" as of ' schools requiring teachers, 
Yet we would advise teachers to take advantage of the departure 
of the Bret Harte and seek their fortune in the right little, tight 
little island, and even if any of our lady readers should fail to 
get a school there, why, she could fall back on her good looks 
and marry a duke, or something. 
THE EAGLE'S PERCH. 
HON. CARTER H. HARRISON is elected mayor of Chicago. In the rush of congratulations, in the speculation as to his 
attitude toward the several departments of the city service, and 
his executive action in those branches of the government, not 
one word has been . said of his feeling toward the schools, or his 
policy in the appointment of members of the Board of Education; 
and yet, barring all professional self-sufficiency, we venture to 
My that there is no department in which the result of his action 
will be more keenly felt, no department in which the effect of 
that action will be more far-reaching. 
. Politically, Mr. Harrison is a Democrat. But 'he is a Demo-
crat on principle, and not a pseudo·Democrat for the purpose of 
gaining office, as was the case in the head of the ticket when the 
"People's Party" tri~mphed . Hence his course will be shaped 
by principle, not by narrow personal motive, vanity, or spleen, 
the inevitable concomitants of political mongrelism and misce-
genation. When Colvin was-elected mayor; "Long John" said 
to him, "There is too much Pickard in the schools." There-
upon his honor undertook thr task of rooting out the alleged ob-
jectionable element. In this he was aided by a section of the 
city press. That the head might be brought into contempt, the 
whole system had to be vilified. A line. of poltcy was pursued 
which was characterized by petty chicanery on the part of its 
promoters, monkeyish mischief and ludicrous mystery-a policy 
which progressed. in terrorism and culminated i·n· bloodshed. If 
the exhibition which "Long John" made of himself during the 
campaign just. closed was not poetic and retributive justice upon 
him for the three years of agony in which he helped to keep the 
teachers of Chicago, then our superstition has got the better of 
our skepticism. 
Personally, -Mr, Harrison is a scholar and a high-toned gentle-
man. His character is beyond reproach and his ability is un-
questioned. He is in one trifling but pleasant episode of his 
career committed to the duty of favoring the public schools of 
Chicago. When he had a cadetship_ at West Point to dispose of, 
instead of practieing nepotism, he put the pri~e up for competi-
tive examination, and a . public school graduate-a pupil of the 
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writer's, by the way-ttood head and shoulders above all others. 
and received the nomination to which he has since done honor. 
But the time will come when it will be Mr. Harrison's duty to 
nominate members of the Board of Education, five of whom are 
to be appointed on the first of next July. Upon these nomina-
tions the peace and cumfort of the T ,000 teachers di.rectly, and of 
their 50,000 pupils indi.rectly, depend. Mr. Heath's adminis-
tration and his nominees to the School Board have given us 
peace, aftel'the three years of the reign of t~rror. The question 
now is, Will that peace be disturbed by the incoming members, 
chosen perhaps inadvertently by the mayor, who may have no 
conception of the ani'mus with which ce'rtain parties may seek the 
position? We shall see. 
BABEL BOSTON. 
The following is the oral course in the pubiic schools of Bos-
ton. " 
GRAMMAR SCHOOLS. 
SiJcth Class.-Weights and measures, and articles of food. 
Convenations on the reading lessons. 
Flyth Class.-The national Bag, and the national and state 
coats of arms i the parts of a vessel, with distincti9ns between 
the different kinds of steam vessels i biographical sketches of 
Washington and Franklin. 
Fourth Class.-Rectangular and spherical solids; buildings, 
the different kinds, and the materials used in their construction i 
object leeaons on ten metals. ten 'specimens of the most useful 
woods, and on ten kinds of rocks. 
'I7".,.' Class.-Air, water, and respiration, municipal and state 
government, courts of justice i historical sketches~ of Pericles, 
(Why not of Aspasia?) Chatham, Jefferson, Samuel Adams, and 
Lincoln. 
Siton' Class.-The solar system, the properties of matter i 
the mechanical powers i historical sketches of the crusades i the 
discovery of the America i the Declaration of .Independence. 
First Class.-Outlines of the properties of matter, motion, 
mechanics, hydrostatics, pneumatics, sound, heat, optics, elec-
tricity, and magnetism. Circulation, .respiration, digestion, and 
secretion, with practical hygiene. 
The above is taken from the last report of Mr. Philbrick. 
The folio wing is the schedule of salaries i n the Boston schools: 
HIGB SCHOOLS. 
H.N MM/.", Af.,llrl. 
First year ..................... 3,300 
Second year .......... . ...... 3,780 
S~MM/." •• 
First ye~r ... ........ .. ...... 2, 700 
Second year .... ...... .... . 3,000 
u."" •. 
First year ................... '2,100 
Second year .. ..... ........... 2,400 
First year .................. 1,500 
Second year ......... · ...... 1,800 
Aut. Principals .............. l,800 
First .Assts .................. 1,620 
Second Assts .......... .. ... 1,380 
Third Auts ................ I,J40 
Fourth Auts............... 900 
GRAMMAR AND PRIMARY S£HOOLS. 
MG""'., Sill MIII/ .... . 
First year ................... 2,700 First year .............. ....... 2,100 
Second year ............... 3,000 Second year ................. 2,400 
U,.,. 
First )lear ................... 1,5OO Second bt................. 792 
Second year ................ 1,800 3rd & 4th, 1St yr......... 540 
First Aut ... : .............. 1,140 3rd & 4th, 2d yr......... 660 
First Aut.... .............. 852 3rd & 4th, 3d yr......... 750 
SP&CIAL GRADJIS. Dr...,.. 
Director .................... "3,000 
Diatrict teachers ........... 1,100 
M"'". Director ................. , .. ·.3,000 
District. teachers......... 2,400 
In the department of vocal musiC, in addition to the director, 
there are six special instructors, and in that of drawing six in 
addition to the director, Walter Smith. 
Considering that the schools of Boston do not average much 
more than half the size of the Chicago schools, the principals 
or "masters" are well paid. We susp~ct that the Boston schools 
are not so superior to those in other large cities as they are usual-
ly considered i but the salaries paid in them and the large pro-
portion of men are beautiful features. 
THE STATE TEXT-BOOK MANIA. 
THE position of the WEEKLY upon this question ought not to bo .. misunderstood, because it has never been an equivocal 
one. Of this fact no discriminating reader capable of discerning 
between good-natured railery and serious writing needs to be as-
sured. In several of its earlier issues, when this craze was at its 
height, the WEEKLY enunciated its creed in no dubious terms. 
Nothing has occurred within the past two years to modify the 
convictions then expressed. We said then as we say now oil gen-
eral principles, that the whole scheme of state publication or dic· 
tation upon questions of this kinl is false and absurd in" theory 
and must prove embarrassing, unsatisfactory, and 4isas~ous to 
the true interests of education in pract!ce. The tril~ : t11eory of , 
the American schoof system, and its greatest st~en"1t'h, is local 
management. The nearer these schools and all their interests 
can be kept to the people the better for the schools and the bet-
ter for the people. It is left to the people to select their teachers, 
to build and furnish school houses, and generally to exercise a 
careful watch and supervision over them. The duty of selecting 
the text-books is of the same class as those above named. The 
state might with the same propriety dictate the building of par-
ticular school houses or the employment Of particular teachers 
as arbitrarily to select and enforce the use of particular books. 
The object of our public scliool system is almost as much to ed-
ucate the people in certain respects as to educate the children in 
certain other respects. This exercise (\f local self-goverqment, 
this experience in the management of public affairs, i~ l"I'ally the 
chief strength ' of the republic. Here, our people are prepared 
for higher duties of public administration, and here their respon-
sibilities should be exercised to the fullest extent compatible with 
the interests immediately in hand. 
One of the principal objections made to public education by 
its enemies, and it is far from being destitute of force, is that it 
take~ from the parent the responsibilities and duties that es-
pecially appertain to the heads of the family. As well may the 
state undertake to specify what particular ~gricultural implements 
the farmers shall use, on the ground that it appropriates money to 
the Agricultural Society, or an yother specious plea. This whole 
busin~ss is puerile and preposterous and painfully illustrates the 
degeneracy ' of our statesmanship. Much has been said of the 
success of the Minnesota scheme. Well, what is its outcome to 
date? After agonizing over cheap text-books and dfvising several 
elaborate and complicated plans through a period of ten years or 
thereabouts, that state, through the machinatiQns of a set of 
heartless demagogues, the chief of whom is a reputed enemy oC 
th& public schools, has succeeded in forcing a series Gf books into 
about one-third of the districts. We know from personal ob-
servation that the quality of the books as to paper, typography, 
and mechanical exe~ution, is such, compared with the regular " 
editions by the same houses, that the latter are the moreeconom-
ical of the two. 
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The 'remote effects of such legislation few seem to consider, 
But it ptay be set down as an immutable truth that violations of 
tile laws of trade and of the principles of political economy will 
surely, in due time, s'lffer their inevitable penalties. We notice 
that the "Illinois plan" introduces a, feature attempted in the 
"Minnesota plan" of 1877, by undertaking to hire brains at a 
specified price to get up the books, instead of availing itself of 
tile trained skill of those who have made the subject a special 
study, and of the competition of rival authors and publishers. 
But" no matter what may be the particular plan, or how it may be 
hedged about by specious plausibilities, we desire it to be un-
derstood once for all, that we are opposed on principle to all 
schemes for legislating particular text-books into our public 
schools , We are in favor of leaving the question to the local 
school authorities, until, at least, more light shall have dawned 
upon ,our vision, amply justifying a change of editorial base. 
SUGGESTIONS TO PRIMARY TEACHERS. 
MRS. F. W. CASE, Columbus, Ohio. 
C' HILDREN must be busy about something. , Their school hours should be given to useful work, or to equally useful 
recreation. They should be led to see that their occupations serve 
same useful purpose beyond keeping them out of mischief, or 
else the whole nature of the child will rebel against the work. 
A school of first grade pupils only should be held in one class 
and taught as a unit, until they have some idea of slate work. 
, General preparatory lessons in language, reading, spelling, and 
numbers, at the least, should alternate, inter~persed plentifully 
with rest and recreation, and "pencilship" should form an im-
portant, part of every exercise. In a school of more than one 
grade older pupils may be taught to assist the little ones in 
learning the use of the pencil. ' 
But the time soon ,comes when the school must be divided into 
classes. How shall we keep one ~ivision quietly busy, while the 
other is receiving 'instruction? 
Base the work to be done upon your course Qf study. Let the 
first work be so simple that no child need fail to do it. 
, NUMBERS. Write on the blackboard the figure on~, with one 
cr.oss, 4ilne ring, one dot, thus: I X O. Direct the child to 
capy; draw a horizontal line beneath and repeat, trying to make 
each line better than the last. For the next lesson, figure two, 
with two crosses, etc.; then both figures; then three, and so 
'on. When he can copy correctly, give the figures , only, and let 
him add crosses; then giving crosses, omit figures, for him to 
iluppl}!..; then reproduce entirely from memory. As soon as the 
for-ms and values of a few figures are mastereci, give examples to 
be sol.ved with objects, and carefully written out with the proper 
sign. For cheap, convenient. and noiseless objects, gather old 
postal cards and cut into narrow strips. 
SPELLING. Write-not print-the lesson on the board for the 
child to copy. If it is only done at first in hieroglyphics, be-
',yond your power to translate; let it be in neat columns. En-
courage perseverance and painstaking. Insist upon a cross for 
every t and a dot for every i. The child will decide where to , 
put- them, though you may not be able to do so, Give mis-' 
spelled words to be copied a given number of times, and see that 
they are not mis-copied. 
READING. Let all reading lessons be copied in script from 
th'e board. Let all capital letters and punctuation marksbe cor-
rectly placed UpOll the board and carefully copied. These things 
take time,-which is enough for our present purpose. 
The very youngest pupil who uses a book should learn to trans-
late print into script. As this is slow work, you will find it useful. 
Suppose he has Harvey's Reader. First Lesson: 
"The cat ran, The rat ran, The rat ran at the cat." 
Print like-not somewhat like-the letters in the book: 
a, c, e, h, n, r, T, t, 
with the script letter bene,ath each one. -Let the child find the 
first letter (T) in ' his book; the corresponding letter on the 
b(}ard; the script beneath; write the latter and proceed' to the 
next letter in the book. Explain that the letters near each other 
in the book are to be joined on the slate. For the next lesson 
add to those on the board 
h, d, ' H, m, 5, 
keeping the alphabetic order and placing capital and small letters 
side by side. __ 
For another exercise, (valuable for other purposes than the 
one in hand), let the child hunt out and 'write all the words he 
cannot name in his lesson-and sometimes, instead, alhhe words 
(in columns) that he does know. ' 
LANGUAGE. Write sentences with blanks for the child to fill. 
Omit the verb first until he can supply the word readily, thus: 
"The boy --" ; then the noun, "The -- swims": then the 
predicate adjective, etc. 
Write sen fences without capitals or punctuation, to be copied 
and corrected; also, sometimes, with misplaced capitals and 
marks. (Erase the incorrect form, as soon as it has served its 
purpose.) 
Give a model from which the child is to write what he sees in-
the school-room. Let the model be the simplest possible, at 
first, ,"I see a --." 
Tell him to notice what he can at recess, and write from the 
model "I saw - '-. n Gradually enlarge his spliere of obseriation 
and expand his model. You object that he cannot spell? Let 
him get some one at horne, or an older pupil, to write for him, 
a list of the words he wants and let him copy from the pap!;r he ' 
brings. Cut pictures from Sunday school papers for him to de-
scribe in the same way, z. e. , to tell what he sees. Any picture 
'will do, but something fresh is better. 
FORM. ' Give the children slips of postal cards before men-
tioned to build gates, fences, houses, squares, triangles, and sim-
ple designs, and let them make drawings of the forms thus con-
structed. Assign them something definite ;to make and draw, 
l'. g., all the forms they can think of with two slips, three, etc. 
Two or three pairs of old scissors-the children will bring them 
-and a newspaper will quiet as many restless ones. He who has 
the privilege of scissors, must keep aI/the bits together, and dis-
pose of them properly. 
COLOR. Have one or more boxes with bright bit's of calico, 
paper; ribbon, etc., to be assorted. Let the colors be decided~ 
not blue, green, and the like. 
Some day when your "nerves are all unstrung" and you "feel as 
if you would fly to pieces;" when pencils fall, and slates clatter, 
give a slip from a child's paper (or any newspaper) tG each child, 
with a pin to put through all the words he k~QWs~r, all he does 
not know; or instead of a pin, lead pencils to m'ark the words. 
Sometimes lef them write the familiar words on' their slates from 
such slips, or with lead pencil and paper. Any fhingf9r a change. 
Let some of them go to the blackboard and work occasionally. 
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Give permission now and then to do what they please, provided 
they do not disturb you nor anyone around them. 
These are some of the ways of keeping children busy. If any 
teacher has anything she thinks particularly good in this line, she 
will confer a great favor on the writer and upon others, if she 
will give it to U8 through the WEEKLY. 
COMMON PEOPLE VS. COMMON SCHOOLS.* 
Miu ANNA M. SoWERS. 
(Concluded from lut .... 1<.) 
CIOIel), allied to this cbarie of inefficiency, is that of wa,.t of tltorouc;,,.eJJ 
It is claimed that our pupils are l atislied with merely sipping from the foun-
tain of knowled&e; tbat they do not take full, deep drau&hta; that they do 
not give that deep thou&bt and hard study to their work that students were 
wont to live In former times. "Blessingl brigbten as they take their lIight," 
and It may be that more merit is given to the cbildren of the past than they 
deserve. But, Kranting tbe accusation, I .ball try to show that teacben are 
not so deserving of censure aa one at lint might IUppose. In those former 
times, the family library consisted of the Bible, "Pilgrim's Progress," "Bax-
ter'. Saints' Reat," -"Pike's Penuaaives to Early Piety ," "Watts' Hymns," and, 
perhaps, a copy of ShalcJpeare. Children, whose mental food was sucb books 
aa thele, could think, and the physical labor exacted of them at home trained 
them for bard Btudy in tbe scbool room. To-day, the readin& of tbe youth of 
thl. country con~i.ts1ariely of .tori_tories, too, wbicb are written, not in 
tbe purest or mOlt elevated Ityle, and which nnlit them for levere thought and 
mental exertion. Wbo controls this reading, the parent or the teacher? 
Apln, I' lack "f thorougbneu to be found only in the school room? Ask 
your daugbter to sweep and dust a room, and then inspect tbe base-board. Ten 
to one, you will find It untoucbed by either broom or duster Ask your boy 
to spUt the kindling, and it will be a marYel if yon do not have to call into 
requisition your knife, before it ""ill catch the blaze from a handful of sbav-
inr. Tborollibnesl outtidl of the school room, might lead to thoroughness 
imitil of tbe Bcbool room. Once more, It used to be the custom, tbat who· 
ever learned a trade must spend )'ean in doin& it; and a yonng penon ""aa 
not given a position of honor and responsibility till he had e4NUd it, b)' a life 
of IObriety and bonCity. Now, there are tradesmen and tradeswomen who 
never .erved any apprenticesbip. They baild your bouses and make your 
clothes. The work may not be well (lone, often is not, but you scold a little 
and pay them a ireat deal; or, perbaps, they would say, you scold a grcat 
deal and pay little, but in either cue, you continne to famish employment, 
and thus encourage them In doin& that for whlcb they are not prepared. 
Youn&- men fill officeo, hlgb, hononble, remunerative, for which their ooly 
quallficatlon I., that tbey bave a "friend at c:ourt," or belong to the victorious 
polidcal party. Can ),ou expect the riain& &eneration will l it patlently at the 
deok with knitted broWl, or be painstakln& In any daty, wben yon train 
them to believe that they can pall from lowlinea to eminence at a Bingle 
~~? • 
It I. alIo claimed that teachen do not ban 10 great an inOnenee over the 
children aa formerl),. Granted. What are the reaIOOI? While I readily ad-
mit there are many poor teachen in oar schools. I do ~ny that teachen, aa a 
olau, poueu lell abillty than in ' other days. Therefore, an anlwer mUlt 
hi lOu&ht outside of the school·room. One reaaon, perhaps, is that the youth 
of the preHnt ",e are expoted to &realer and more nameroDl temptabons 
than thOle of previOUI ",eo, and are not 10 euil)' controlled on that ac:coUDt 
Another reaaon II that the faulll and pecaliarldes of teachen and thetr metb_ 
odt of work are dlscUIICd at bome, before the children and with thrm. Com. 
plaints are listened to, belined, and the teacher condemned withoat a bear 
Inr. Vouni America is none too reverent, at the bat, and luch a course aa 
this on the part of parenta dellroy' what little he may bave, and greatly les-
HOI, If It doeo not utterly kill, the teacher'. inftuence. ADd one c&nae may 
be found In the fact that parenti 10 oeldotn visit the achoo1o, and interest them-
oel ..... ln the ItDdI. of their chlldrea.. II. farmer should ~_a nrine 
. herd, do )'on ,uJlPOM h' would DeYer CO near him from OI!e ),ear'. end to the 
other to '" how he ... doin& hlI work ? 8111 Ilrl UIUUrz of;'" (Mid,,,. 
111'1 WIlli" witlr jllli _Ir '"rUl/. 
But the main I'IUOn of thi. 10M of Inflnence II, neelect of the bible. When 
the pll&rlm fatben hollt the Snt IChooI.honae, they pat the bible therein; it 
... read by h!lth teacher.and pnpll; ill ireat mora1 frutba were used u incentives • 
elleld bo6lN lb. Peoria Coaaty T--.· J.d_ , 
to obedience and right action. To.day how is it? It has been jestingly reo 
marked that a public school teacher should have neither politics. nor religion, 
and there is much happening every day to convince one that this is one of the 
jests "spoken in earnest." Nothing shows more significantly the march of 
motitr,. oli,.iol<1, than the action taken in regard to . religious exercises in 
schools in some of our larger cities. As I read thereof, I think of a little 
. "Band of exiles," 
who 
"Moored their bark, 
On the wild New England shore." 
I think of those stern men and brave women, who met hardship in every form, 
aye, death ilself, that their children, and their children's children, might be 
taught the precepts of the bible i-and methinks the nation has drifted. a lo~g 
way since then, when boards of educatlon decree. "Let there be no bible ID 
school.,. and many of the leading clergymen say, "Amen!" 
But the most potent objection of all is that made by the tax·payer. The 
schools are so expensive. Taxes are heavy; there is no denying that. But 
unless it can be shown that the cost of the schools is out of proportion to the 
other expenses of life, I do not see that the objection proves anything against 
the common school system. It simply proves that the people have been ex-
travagant in this as well as in other directions. The amount raised for 
school purposes in a single year seems enormously large, read from the re-
. ports. But there is a vast deal of work done; a large number of children 
taught, and a large number of teachers employed; and if.you will work out 
a few simple problems, you shall find that the sum received by e.ach)~dividu­
al teacher, or expended for each individual scholar, is not exorbitant: There : 
has been a great hue and cry made about teachers' salaries_ l)~ repo~t. re-
cently iasued by the last State Superintende!!t contains theIollowlDg statIStiCS: 
Whole amount paid to teachers during the scho,!1 year ending September 30, 
1878, $4.770,636.60; number of teachers .empTOyed, 22,292. Now, I have 
performed an ex.mple in long division, using the greater of these two num-
bers for the dividend, and the smaller for the divisor; and I learn from the 
quotient that the averag~ salary of the teachers of Illinois the last school year 
was '214.06. But you will say,"The divisor IS too large. The,e are not 22,-
292 teachers are employed for a school year." The same report gives, number of 
graded schools, 810; high schools, 127; whole number of ungraded schools, 
11,514. Adding these ligures, it will ~e seen, that to give each of these 
schools one teacher through the year requires 22,451 teachers. Dim inish this 
number by 127, the number of high schools, and still there are needed 22,324 
teacbers. I read in an Eastern newspaper that Illinois supports 24,000 
teachers. You can take your choice of divisors. 
Punue the study of arithmetic a little further. I presume you will not consider 
me guilty of exaggeration, if I say that the cost of board, for the same year, 
averaged $4 a week. There are 52 weeks in a year; 52 times $4 (for you will. 
allow that eating continues through tbe year, if teaching does not,) are $208; 
and '208 taken from $214.006, leave $6.006. Reduce the price of board one 
IuIIf, and it will still be found that the girl you have hired to prepare your din-
ner can put more money into her pocket than we into ours. Now, I have not in-
troduced this computation here as a plea that teachers should receive higher 
""ages, but only to prove to you tbat you pay them no more than you do any 
other class of workingmen, and that a large part of the wages received by 
them from the people returns to the people. In other words, they are not 
getting rich. 
You hflve built costly school houses, not so much because the present school 
system deinanded them as tbe "spirit of the times." Village has vied with 
village, and city with city. You bave expressed, at tbe ballot box, your wil-
lingness to build them, and now point to them with pride, and speak of them 
boastfnlly to t!te "stranlter within thy gates. " You .could not afford to do 
otherwise than build tbem. Your property would have depreciated in value 
and your town and business suffered if you had. / 
But it seems that the teacbers and scbool-houses do 90( consume all the 
public funds. In the summer of 1877, S. M. Etter, then State Superintend 
ent, addressing an institute held at Elmwood, said that only a little more than 
one-balf of the sum raised by the state for educational purposes was paid to 
teacben. - He did not stat~ clearly what was done ..ith all of the remainder; 
and if ~ remember rightly be said he did not know. Accounts were not 
itemized, and often he could obtain no satisfactory informaHon concerning 
expenditnres. But he gave an instance as only one of many, showing in what 
manner the public moneys are sometimes unwisely spent. Tbe school direc-
ton of a certain district in the southern part of the state had bought of an 
agent lome school apparatus, and had paid five times its value, because they 
were Iporant· of its real worth. In his report for 1815:76, he says. "I am con-
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vincedthat the amount of money expended is far in excess of what is requir-
ed for good and efficient schools." "One county superintendent reports that 
$41,806 was paid to teachers. and $13.000 for fuel and other incidental ex-
penses in his county. in the year 1876. making the cost of fuel. etc .• nearly 
one-third the entire sum paid to teachers for services rendered." Tax-payers. 
what can you expect. when by your votes you elect county superintendents 
who cannot write their own names. township treasurers who cannot add a 
column of figures cQrrectly. school directors who can neither read nor write. 
and lest you accuse me of making false statements. I will say that Mr. Etter. 
in a speech made before the Illinois State Teachers' Association. in the win-
fer of 1877. said that there were lying in the state capitol at Springfield. re-
ports that will substantiate the first two-and for the third I have the word of 
a school director who resides in Peoria county. and if this be the case "in a 
green tree." what shall it be in the dry? If you put men in office whose only 
fitness for the position is. that their names are on your party ticket. pay the price 
therefor as meekly as yQU can. but do not lay it at the door of the common 
school. I am not accusing anyone of intentional dishonesty. 'but you know 
very well the general looseness that prevails in spending the dollars drawn 
from t~e public treasury. and that the proper handling of such large sums of 
money requires intelligence and skillful and accurate accountants. WhY. 
gentlemen. those $6.000 slip through our fingers so easily. that we can scarce-
ly, tell why or whither. though anchored by all debits and credits of single 
and douhl"e entry. 
But this matter of cost is being ' righted. Retrenchment has begun. 
.A:lready expenses are reduced. and as the country's finances are placed on a 
mor,e solid basis. will be reduced still lower. The cost of public education 
last'year is nearly two and one-half millions less than in the year 1876. 
One word for the high school. which seems just now to be under special 
condemnation. Years since. when I was teaching in this city. an embryo cit-
izen of this free republic objected to studying geography; and his objection 
-was couched in this bit of choice English: "My father never studied jogra-
phy. and he never lost hisself no place." You smile at the boys reasoning. 
but friends. his argument against the study of geography is equal to yours 
against the the high school. when you say "I have never studied Greek; I 
liave never studied Latin; I have never studied physiology. chemistry/geol-
. ogy. nor any of the philosophies. 
. Pray look at me. 
Why don't you see. 
that I have come .to man's estate. have amassed riches. and am an honored and 
an honorable citizen of this great commonwealth. and what'sthe use of know-
ing more than I do j ... Perhaps there is n~ need of knowing more. but I do hold 
that there is need for a different · kind of knowledge. You have studied geog. 
raphy. arithmetic. history. and grammar. and you concede that these branches 
should be taught in the common schools; and that every worthy person 
should have a knowledge of them. in addition to reading and writing. But 
can you tell me why a girl should know all the capes of Asia. and not know 
the laws which govern her being? Is ,there any reason why she should know 
the sources and courses of all the rivers on the globe and not know how to re-
move a grease spot 'or an ink stain from a garment or a carpet without injury 
tO 'the fabric? Tell me if you can. why a boy should puzzle his brains over 
duodecimals. arithmetrical alld geometrical progression. alligation. and per. 
mutation. and n.ot know the proper construchon of a chimney to secure a 
good draught; or the constituents of the wheat. corn. and potatoes he may 
raise? Nay. more. I believe that the slight acquaintance of Greek and Latin 
which can be obtained in your high schools will be of more service to a va-
ried and extended course of reading. which every sensible pe;'on nowadays 
pursues. than the ability to name all the islands in the South Sea. 
Good people. what would you? These schools were .founded by your la-
thers for the beneht of the common people. They have been handed down 
from generation to generation. till now they are entrusted to your care. Are 
you w~aiy of your trust? I cannot believe you are. but this constant fault-
finding will do more to undermine them than all that can be brought to bear 
upon them from European shores. "A continual dropping will wear away 
a stone;" and just as surely continual grumbling will produce effect. And 
w hat then? Will ignorance with your concomitant vices les.en your taxes? 
Suppose the wild schemes of the modern Utopians be realized. and the presi. 
dential chair be replaced by the monarch's throne! Does it require no taxes 
to support a king? Read. for your answer. that bloodiest page in the annals 
of, the world-The French Revolution. ' 
If history teaches ,anything. it teaches that this government is already tot-
tering. Laugh at the thought. if you will. So did the ancient Romans; but 
Rome fell. nevertheless. Its only salvation lay iiI intelligent. God fearing 
men and women. The schools and the churches-both are needed to make 
such men and women. Take either away. and you ,trike the death knell' of 
the American · Republic. v . 
CHICAGO NOTES. 
Better have an army of oxen led by a lion than an army of lions led by an 
ox. 
Son of mine. hear this in mind. Never seek a quarrel or a fight. but if you 
cannot escape therefrom. remember that the first blow. judiciously delivered. 
is half the battle. 
A man never knows his strength till he is knocked down. The story of 
the Titans is not a fable; it is literal truth. It is not the ability to stand up 
all the time. but that of standing up straight and strong after being knocked 
do .... n. that wins in the end. It is beautiful to wait. 
The course in numbers adopted by the Principals' Association last Saturday 
is excellent. With a few exceptions and amendments. it is the one published 
in recent numbers of the WEEKLY. and is substantially the report of the com-
mittee. It is an excellent antidote for the course now in vogue and a virtual 
revival of the ante-Doty grading. 
It was enough to make anybody five years-just five years-younger to at-
tend the last Principal.' meeting. Business was done. Pedagogues were 
free to speak. Ideas were exchanged. Progress was made. Parliamentary 
rules were understood. and regarded by the presiding officer. Indeed. the 
men and women present were flattered into the notion that they constituted 
an independent. deliberative body. Mr. Howland presided with wit. grace. 
, firmness. knowledge. and discretion. Mr. Howland's character is stamped 
not only on the schools but also on the thousand and one graduates of the 
High 'School who fill various positions of honor and trust in the community. 
Say. boys and girls. friends and fellow citizens. educators and td,,,altes. why 
not Mr. Howland? 
TEACHERS' SALARIES. 
At the last meeting of the Board of Education the salaries of teachers were 
fixed for the remainder of the school year. Why they were not fixed for the' 
fiscal year.according to the rules of the Board. is one of the curiosities of school 
board legislation. Instead of an absolute increase of salary. as was intended 
by the Council. the Board decided to hoid the extra appropriation and apply 
it to salaries according to the market value of scrip. to be decided monthly. 
If we are good. and ke,ep still. and never think. or have an opmion. and "copy 
in a big round hand." we may receive an increase of salary. according to 
the differential calculus. by a vote of lunar periodicity. ' Evidently we are 
orphans. and the'school system of Chicago. being hydra-headed. is acephalous. 
We should send a delegation to Springfield to l,obby through the measure of 
organizing the schools under Fire Marshall Matt Benner. 
BREAKERS AHEAD. 
One of the most villainous policies now threatening to prevail in this city is 
- that of blotting out the distinction between Grammar and Primary schools. 
The result of it will be. not to level up. but to level down; to reduce salaries 
and drive out the men·teachers. This is the policy of that select coterie of 
unmentionables who shaped the destinies of our schools some years ago. To 
these parties . horizontal supervision of the schools. i. e .• supervision limited 
to the office. is prefe'Ted to the vertical supervision by the principals. anli wo-
men .principals more desirable than men.principals. inasmuch as the former 
are suppo.ed to be more easily manipulated. ,It is quite gratifying to observe 
that in this regard the far.seeing genllemen ' caught tWo or three well.develop-
ed Tartars. 
The above-mentioned policy was outlined by an "eclectic writer." in the 
Tribune of May 10. 187". in an article headed as fo!low.s: "A Radical 
Cllang-e." .. Tile Board of Education appears to Have Resolved Upon So_ 
Needed Reforms." "Tne System of Grat/ing- to be Simplified. E"'pmses to 601 
Reduced. and Gnater EJlicienc" Secured." "AboNtion of tile Nominal Dis-
tinction Betwun District and Grammar Scllools. and E'luali.ationof Prin-
cipals' Salaries." •. Tile New Rig-II Scllool DejJart",ents-A Removal in Ille 
Rig-" Scllool of Ille Ttli/o",' Premium and 'lie Dressmakers' Fine." 
The following are some extracts.from the article: "The best of his (Med-
ill's) appointees still remain. President Richberg being one of them" ...•..•• 
Since the election of Mr. Richber&: to the chair the educational affairs of the 
city has (sic) been characterized by new vigor" .•...... "What is most ur-
gently needed is more energy and cll;pacity in supervision. and it (sic) seems 
to be most lacking very near the head." 
The effect of the ".'ar on the schools. of which the above was the bugle-
blast. is too rodent to need description. Is it about to be renewed ? 
, 
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,Practical Department. 
OUTLINE , OF A COURSE OF STUDY - CHICAGO 
SCHOOLS. 
GRAMMAR CONTINUED. 
N, W. Roomer. S_etary or Committee, 
FIFTH GRADE. 
GRAMMAR :-1. Case, number, and rperson ot nouns and of 
personal pronouns. 
2. Transitive and Intransitive verbs. 
3. Present, past, and future tenses of the Indicative mode. 
4. Analysis of simple sentences containing adjective, adver-
bial, and objective word modifiers. 
S. Expanding simple sentences by the use of adjective, adver-
bial, and objective word modifiers. 
6. Correcting common errors of speech. 
COMPOSITION :-1. Short compositions and letters. 
2 , Substitute words in sentences for others of like meaning. 
SIXTH GRADE. 
GRAMMAR:-1. Tenses of Indicative and Potential modes. 
2. Activt: and passive vOice of ver.bs. ~ 
3 Use of "to be" as copula .with attribute to form predicate. 
4, Analysis of simple sentences with adjective, adverbial, and 
objective phrases. 
S· Expansion of simple sentences by the use of phrase modi-
fiers. 
6. Ab~tracts of lessons learned with special attention to capi-
tals and punctuation. 
7. Correcting common errors of speech. 
8. Classification and combination of letters and souu"ds and 
syllabication. 
g. Formation of derivatives from English primitives. 
10. Etymology through the verb limited as above. 
1 I. Parsing nound, personal pronouns, and adjectives. 
SEVENTH GRADE. 
GRAMMAR :-1; Analysis of simple sentences, and of com-
pound sentences with simple members, and of complex sentences 
witli one dependent proposition. 
2. Text-beok to Prosody. 
3. Parsing all words. 
4· Combination of separate kindred statements into a single 
sentence. S: Capitals according to Rules. 
6. Rules of Syntax. ' 
7. Letter Writing. 
8. Written reviews of lessons 'learned including 
and historical sketches. 
EIGHTH GRADE. 
biographical 
GRAMMAR :-1. Text-book i::o~pleted and reviewed. 
2. Analysis and Parsing. 
3· Compositions Written from abstracts furnished. 
4. Changing Poetry into Prose. 
S. Letter Writing. 
20 
PUBLIC SCHOOL EXAMINATION QUESTIONS. 
Prepared by MR. C. H. ASHDOWN. 
Grammar-Hrir1ur 4th Class. 
I. Define and give an example or (a) a Simple Sentence; (b) a com-
plex Sentence; (c) a Compound Sentence; (d) a Contracted Sen-
tence; (e) a Collateral Sentence; (f) an Elliptical Sentence. 
2. "Modern English is only a sOmlwhat altered form or tbe language 
whr;" was .brought into England by the Saxons and Angles, and 
which in its early form, before the changes consequent upon the 
Norman Conquest, is commonly called Anglo-Saxon_" (a) Classi-
fy the propositions; (b) Classiry the phrases; (c) Parse the verbs, 
and the words in italic. 
IS " 3. Illustrate what you mean by "Active" and "Passive" Voice, and 
a Predicate Adjective. 
10 
10 
15 
100 
10 
20. 
10 
100 
15 
IS 
IS 
20 
20 
15 
100 
10 
10 
10 
10 
4. Give the derivation and meaning of imbibe, canticle, incorporate, 
indebtedness, indelible, diary, doctor, famous, felicity, figure. 
S. Give a derivative from cado, caro, centum, cor, cu~rus, do~, 
equus, faber, festus, finis. ' 
6. Write a letter to John Thompson for settlement of account. 
Grammar-Lower #h Class. 
I. What is the difference between the Indicative and the Subjunctive 
Moods? Give an illustration of the definition of each. 
2. In vain the serf pleaded for mercy; the tyrant would not litten 
to his cry. 
(a) Classify the propositions; (b) Classify thephrases; (c) Parse 
the words in italic. 
3. Change "He may come to-morrow" from the Subjunctive to the 
Indicative. What is the difference between a weak and a strong 
verb? Give three examples of each. 
4· En1arife the following predicates by means or (a) adverbs; (b) 
ad verbial phrases: , 
The dog harks. The boys play. The sun shines. 
S. What elements go to make up the English language? What is 
an affix? a prefix? Etymology? a primitive word? 
6. To what language does each or the following words belong: 
Manna, musquito, potato, tobacco, tomahawk? 
7. Give examples or simple and compound words. 
Grammar-.Higher .Jd class. 
I. , Define a Pronoun. Classiry Substantive Pronouns. Of what 
persons are the P.:rsonal Pronouns ? 
2. How many persons are there? Give an illustration or each person. 
To what class do pronouns or the Third Person helong? 
3· In what person can we indicate gender? What three fonns have 
Penonal and Demonstrative Pronouns? 
4· What is a relative Pronoun? Name them. Name the Interroga-
tive Pronouns. What is the chief use of Relative Pronouns ? 
S. If we had no peroonal pronouns, how would we have to write: 
"I met a man who said he had found a purse, w.iich he thought was 
mine, and hegave it to me.;' Parse the underlined words (omit 
casel. 
6. Draw up a note or hand for I.; .,t thirty days in favor of Richard 
Jones. 
English Grammar-Low" .Jd. Class. 
I. What is a Sentence? What is a Noun? What is a verb? 
2. What are the three shortest words in the English language? 
3· With what kind of letter should every sentence begin? What 
mark should be placed at 'the end of every se6tence that makes a 
statement? _, /'. 
4· When we write a question, what mark should follow it? Is the 
6. Historical and biographical sketches, written reviews of - 10 
word "I," or the word "0," ever written with a small letter ? When 
should we write the 'word "a" with a capital? 
S· What words should always begin with capital letters? 
lessons leamed, essays on current events and Business Forms. IS 
7. Theory and Art ofpunctuatioD. . 
8. Correction of False Syntax. 
g. Indicating Analysis. 
I like TIm EDUCAT10NAL W~Y _becaue it bas ~ and llig;.-Supt. 
A. L. WIIIiI, N_'VfII" t~, W. Y.. . 100 
6. Write six sentences of not more than three words each, each sen-
tence to contain a noun and verb. 
7· Correct the mistakes in the following sentences, and teli why they 
are mistakes: john Laughs at Me. The Bad boy killed A cat 
Can you sing 0, i am so glad to See you. 
8. Arrange this letter properly, and sign y')ur own name: Dear 
Teacher Win~r 30th. January 1879 Please may I ~o hOllle at 3 0' 
clock? yoUl'1l Respectfully. 
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RECITATION AND STUDY PROGRAM IN DAILY USE AT SCHOOL DISTRICT NO 58, DONIPHAN CO. 
KANSAS-55 SCHOLARS. . 
Time. Recitation Program Study for A. Grade. Study 3d Reader Grade. Study :;ad Reader Grade. 
Study, 1St Rea. 
der Grade. 
8:50 to 9:00 Opemng Exercises, 10 minutes. 
9:09 to 9:15 First Reader, IS " Arithmetic, 
9:15 to 9:25 Second Reader, 10"" Printing. 
.. 
Reading, 
9:25 to 9:35 Third Reader, 10"" 
9:35 to 9:45 Arithmetic E., 10 " * ." . *Write spelling words, 
9:45 to 10:00 " D., IS ' " *Anthmehcor Geography Study spelling words, 
Write spelling words, 
" " " 
.. 
" 
10:00 to 10:20 u C., 20 u * u u u u " 
10:20 to 10.:40 H B ot 20 " * " ,i ( 
RECESS. RECESS. RECESS. 10:40 to 10:55 RECESS. IS" RECESS. 
10:55 to 11:05 Arithmetic G., 10 " Grammar or History, 
11:05 to 11 :1.1 Second Reader, 10""" Printing. 
Reading, 
11:15 to 11:25 Third Reader, 10""" 
11:25 to 11:40 Grammar B., IS " * " .. 
11:40 to 12:00 Writing (or Drawing) 20 " * 
12:00 to 1:00 NOON. 60" 
1:00 to 1:15 First Reader, IS " 
1:15 to 1:25 Second Reader, 10 " 
Reading, 
.. 
.. 
NOON. 
Write ~pellimg words, 
NOON. 
Write spelling words, .. 
"" " 
NOON. NOON. 
Reading, 
Write spelling worsls, 1:25 to 1:40 Third Reader, IS " 
1:40 to 1:55 Fourth Reader, IS " *.. or Grammar. Write spelling words. u " " 
Arithmetic, 1:55 to 2:10 Fifth Reader, IS " *Geography or Grammar Arithmetic or Geography, 
*.. or Spelling. " .. 2:10 to 2:25 Grammar A., IS " 
2:25 to 2:40 RECESS: . . IS " RECESS. RECESS. RECESS. RECESS. 
2:40 to 2:50 First Reader (1st and 2d DIVIsIons) 10 ;; Geography or History. Arithmetic or Geography. 
. P~~ng, 
Arithmetic, 
2:50 to 3:00 Arithmetic F., _ 10 .. .. *Geography or Spelling, 
*History or Spelling. *SpelIing. Reading or Spelling, 3:00 to 3: 15 Geography (2 classes) IS ;; 
3:15 to 3:30IHi~tOry,. IS *SpelIing, Arithmetic, " " j :30 to 3:40 ArlthmetIc A., 10 ;; * I( " 
3:40 to J:50 Spelling B.. 10 " * I, " 
3:50 to 4:00 Spelling A., 10 * Arithmetic, .. 
EXPLANATIONS. 
The First Reader clas~ is composed of three divisions. . 
Arithmetic classes A. B. C. D. are in, "Ray's Third Part." 
Arithmetic class in G. taught 'orally (First Reader) 
Arithmetic class F .-in "Ray's First Part." 
Arithmetic class E. in "Ray Second Part." 
ENGLISH ETYMOLOGY; OR THE LAWS OF FORMA TlON FOR 
ENGLISH DERIVATIVES. 
M. M. CAMPBELL, INDIANA. 
IN words of more ,than one vowel e:final is in English always silent. It is, indeed, not a letter, (not a sign of sound) , but a sign of quantity in the 
vowel preceding. It means f~r that preceding vowel just what the , macro~, 
(_) over a letter means in Lahn; as Plane, plan; Vane, van. And alllexl-
co~aphers now use these Latin signs as diacritical marks in English. But 
old English had no breve, (~) ; and e:final was its usual macron. 
We now hav' in English three ways of making a syllable long and so mark-
jill' it : 
1St; By doubling its vowel ; as Baal, seen, door; [each word a monosyl-
lable]. ' ' 
2d: By putting into a syllable a silmt letter either before or after its sound-
ed vowel; as mien, mean, deal, sIgn, Bl!.sle; , 
3d• By annexing "-silent at the end; as, plane, vane, mane, mine. . 
Now verbs and all other parmt-words lose this silent e in their derivatives 
whenever the inflection, or added suffix, begins with a vowel. Thus from 
plane comes plan,est, planes,plan-ing, pilln.ed, and plin-er. But final e of the 
root is never thus dropped out when the added suffix begins with a consonant ; 
plane-ful, nate-ful, abate ment. . 
Whenever c or g soft precedes the ,e-Rnal, [i. e. when thesou .. d ,of the root-
word ends in c or g soft], then the e is retain~d before a suffix that begins 
with a, 0, or u, because anyone of these three ~owels, if thrown immediately 
after it, would make the soft letter hard. And this would cnange the word 
and con/use' the thought. 
Orthography, then, must here yield a little for , ake of orthoepyand of clear 
thought. But, aside from this single and only exception, we ought always to 
follow the laws of our own etymology, as expressed by 
RULE I, OF ENGLISH SPELLI.NG: 
A Derivative woriiwnose root mds in silmt e arops,tnis e b.efore a vowel, 
6ut retains it before a consonant; as, Hate, nat-ing, nat· ed, nate-.ful. 
A living language is always changing its othoepy ;-and, of course, its or-
thography, also. But change in spelling is slow and laggard. It always falls 
Both Geography classes called to recitation seats at once. 
* denotes that a part of that grade is reciting at that time. 
At 10 A. M. First and Second Readers allowed' to go out. 
At 1:55 P. M. First Reader allowed to go out. 
At 3:30 P., M. First and Second Readers dismissed. 
far behind the change in speaki'ng. Thus when I was a bot our grandfathen 
still read, as they had been taught both to say and to read, have, Aprile, fer-
lie etc., though these long vowels had then become short and most people 
hen said; as we now say, hav', April, fertil', etc. 
For those old men, then, the e-jinal was right. It was a true sign of quan-
ity as our language once was, and a. they had learned it. But for us it is at 
false sign. Everybody now says, hlv, April, fertll, etc ; and everybody so 
reads these words, and of course everybody ought now so to write them .. And 
yet, April is to this day the only one whose changed orthoepy is followed by 
a change of spel~ing. And thus we have now dozens if not scores of words 
in which e:final is both useless as a letter and false as a sigu of quantity. 
Nothing is plainer than that in all slich cases the silent e ought to be omitted 
in writing. It is a silent lie, a false and misleading guide to the learner. 
Such a silent letter as i in mien, a in mean, g in sign or e in sine may be 
tolerated as a dIacritical mark, or sign of sound. so long as it remains, as in 
these four words, a trm sign, and is thus a safe guide for the learner. But 
whenever it becomes false as a sign it ought instantly to be dropped; And 
that reform in spelling, [-a reform in accord with law], I hav' now begun in 
practice, and I kindly invite a following not only by more radical reformers, 
but also by all lovers of pure English ;-by all who would be loyal to the su-
premacy in our language of our own English Etymology and true to her'brief 
and beautiful law •. 
BLOOMINGTON, IND., April 3, 1879· 
====== 
,Of the half dozen educational journals which I receive" none of them, in 
my opinion, is equal to the WEEKLY. Had I had such a valuable assiSl!Lnt 
when I commenced teaching sixteen years ago, it would have saved me from 
many a blunder. * * .* The young teacher who starts out without first secur-
ing THE EDUCATIONAL WEEKLY is leaving qehind him one of his most val-
uable aids.-Prin. Geo. M. Crane, AuSable, Micn . 
The WEEKLY reaches me regularly each Saturday. I presume you know 
better than I can tell you how good a paper you are publishing. Words of 
praise have perhaps become monotonous to you. I hope you may meet with 
the finaneial success you deserve.-D. B. KtMer, G.ilead, lrul. 
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CHICAGO, Af'RIL 17,1879. 
THE STATES. 
GEORGI A.-The Thirteenth Al,lDUal Convention of the Georl:ia Teachers' 
Alloclation will be held in Rome, Ga., April 29 and 30, and May 1,1879. 
PROGRAMME.- Tuesa'",,,, AI",,/29, r879' lII_ing Stssilllf-9.00-0rgani-
u tion. Address of welcome by Hon. M. A. Nevin, Mayor of Rome, and C. 
S. C. Reply in behalf of G. T . A., by Dr. S. G. Hillyer. 1I.00-Paper by 
Ivy W. Duggan, Sandersville, Ga.: The Teacher; His Duties, Responsi. 
billtles and Rewards. D ilcuu ion of subject. 1:1 oo-Paper by Mrs. M. W. 
Villepigue, Macon, Ga. Best method ,!f teaching G.>mposition to beg!nners. 
Discussion of subject. Allt rnoo" Stss;on.-3.oo-Secretary's Report. Busi-
ness. 400- Paper by John H . Fitten, Adairsville, Ga. Why so few of our 
young men go through college. Discussion of subject. Evening S"sion.-
8.00-Declllmation by Pupils of R ome Male High School, J . M. Proctor, 
Pnnc\pal. S.3o-Address by Hon. W. H . Felton, M. C. 
Wld"tsa'ay , April, 30, 1879. Mor"i"g Smio".-9.oo-Paper by E. A. 
Dickson, Superintendent of Public Schools, Mobile, Ala. Utility and Men-
tal Development in Education. Discussion of subject. 1I.00-Paper hy 
Dr. A. G. Haygood, PresideDt of Emory College, Oxford, Ga. The Educa-
tion of Laura Dewey Bridgman. Dilcussion. 1:I. 30-Speciman Class Rec-
itation by Pupils of Boys' High School; Bothwell Graham-, Principal. AI-
1".,,00" Sm ion.-3:oo- Discussion of topics by Elementary, High School, 
lind College Divisions, of G. T. A. Visits to Institntions. ElWIlination o.f 
papers, books, 8chool furniture, etc. Evening- Stlsion.-8.oo-Address by 
Hon. G. J. Orr, State School Commissioner of Georgia, Atlanta. The Needs 
of Education in the South. 
'IAurla'ay, Nay J, 1879, lII_i",. Smilllf.-,.oo-Paperby Dr. S. G 
Hillyer, Forsyth, Ga. The best method of teaching English Literature. Dis-
cUllion of l ubject. II.oo-Paper by Miss Fannie Schnatz, Atlanta. Geogra. 
phy. DIscussion of subject. 12.3o-Buainess. Election of Officers. Af-
It rtfoon Smio",-·3.00-Reports of Committees and Divisions. Miscellaneous 
BUliness. Eve"i",. Smion.-8.00-Promenade Concert and Reception, in 
tho parlors and grounds of Rome Female College, by President J . M. M. 
Caldwell and Faculty. 
FrUay, Mall 2,1879.-Excursion to Cave Spring and the Asylum for Deaf 
Mutes, on S., R ., & D. R . R., tendered by citizens of Rorue. Gallation by 
citizens of Cave Spring. 
G-xNERAL INIIORMATlON.-The sessions of the Association will be held in 
the Memorial Hall of Shorter College. All ladies who are members of the 
Association, or wish to become such, and the male members whose wives ac-
,company them, will be entertained by private families without cost. Tbe 
other gentlemen will be furnished board-at the beit hotels at the reduced tate 
of '1 .00 per day. It i, desired tbat all who expect to attend, should, as soon 
u pou lble, notify the Chliirman of tbe Local Committee' of Arrangements, 
Prof. S. C. Caldwell, Rome, Ga. Agents of publishing houses are invited to 
be prosen t, and every {aciUty will be afforded for the exhibition of their books, 
funliture, apparatul, ud other.achool requisites. Th. rai1roaca of _the state 
will extend their usual comesia to the members of the Association, and will 
either furnil h them round trip tickets at reduced rata, or return them free on 
the certificate of the Secretary. For further information, address the Secreta-
ry, or the 'Cpairman of the Local Committee, Prol. S. C. Caldwell. 
S. P. SANFOIlD, President.' 
W. B. BONNELL, Secretary. 
All teachen, of every ace, lOX, ud poIitlon, wiihm the confina of Geor&ia. 
owe it to themselves, their pupils, their IcllOols, their patrons, their commu-
nity, their state, their country, to attend, if possible, every Convention of this . 
Association, since it was organized and is sustained for their mutual aid an!i 
improvement_ Go, luar, ENLIST, DISCUSS, and you cannot fail to derive 
some benefit_ . 
WISCONSIN., Supl. Mahoney, of Kenosha county, must be "raising the 
standard" with a vengeance. 0nly one half the applicants for certificates 
secured them at the recent exam ination. 
The La Crosse schools closed week before last with considerable "lat. 
' ; isiting committees composed of some of the most prominent citizens were in 
attendance at the various schools and will report their opinions and observa-
tions. TIlt Cllronicle's report shows that the people attended the exercises in 
crowds. No sooner had Supt. Rohy finished .his work in connection with 
this IQ8tter. than he set out for Whitewater, where he married and carried ofT 
with him one of the best and finest schoolma' ams he or anyone else can find, 
Miss Maggie Ray, a .graduate of the Whitewater Normal and a former teacher 
in La Crosse. 
Pres. J. W. Stearns, of the Whitewater Normal, has recently delivered two 
lectures in the, hall, on the various phases of life in the Argentine Repulrtlc, 
from which over sev~nty dollars were cleared and are to be used in or~a. 
menting the:- assembly room. Morc profitable or interesting lectures are very 
scarce indeed. The Pre,ident was over four years connected with the schools 
of that far-away and little· known republic and so speaks the things he has 
seen and knows. 
Prof. Salisbury, by permission of th , R egents, and upon invitation of the 
teachers of D. kota, is conducting an institute this week at VermiUion. 
Pres. Ba8S'om,of,lhe University, rec.ently lost a daughter by death, and now 
Pres. Chapin, of Beloit College, loses one by "a missionary to China." Nors 
Cllinaqu. noois ",,/10 discrimint agelur, adaptinl: the motto of the Norlll 
America" Rt'Vit'W. 
The annual examination for. state certificates will be held in Madison, be-
ginning Tuesday, Aug. 12, and closing Friday, Aug. 15. The Board is com-
posed as follows: Pres. D. McGregor, of Platteville, Prof. G. W. Peckham, 
of Milwaukee, and Supl. J. T . Lunn, of Ironton, Sauk county. 
Rev. L. W. WIDslow, 'of Peshtigo, formerly superintendent of Oconto coun-
ty, has been appointed by the Govern'!r as superintendent of Marinette county, 
and Mr. H . H. WoodmanJee, of (jconto, has been appointed ' superintendent 
of Oconto· county. 
Prin. A. R. Sprague, of Evansville, assisted at the Winnebago County In-
,titute, Illinois, the first week in this momh, and gave an evening lecture to a 
crowded house. He is reported by the Rockford Regisltr as having won 
considerable distinction among the numerous educators who ~ were present, as 
well as among the teachers. 
The B a,.aooo Republic says: "Quite a tipple of excitement was caused in 
the public schools this week by a visit from a mtmoer of the school board. 
There will probably be a marble slab put in the wall to commemorate the event." 
When the whole board go th!,re will be a tidal wave, we suppose, and if the 
people want good schools let them insist upon two Qr three such tidal waves 
every term and they will get them. To invest money in buildings, apparatus, 
teaching, and incidentals, and then fail to provide thorough supervision is the 
height of unwisdom. 
Literary clubs of all kinds are flourishing in this state and especially those 
connected with the hil:h schools. Those connected with the Black River 
Falls and Baraboo schools have recently given public entertainments of 
which the local papers speak in the highest terms of commendation. These 
clubs, so far as they stimulate any di~ect individual, self.sustained literary 
study, are of the utmost value to their members. We see no signs more prom-
ising than their vigorous activity. . 
ILLlNOls.-Fro~, pr:sen~ indicati:;;-t~ere Will b~OdlY number of 
summer "Normals thts year. Pres. Griffith announces a session at FlIlton 
College. Supt. Lee, of Coles, will hold the customary. session at Loxa. Supt. 
Smith, of McLean, will convene his teachers about the first of August, and 
other counties are discussing the advisability of doin,g likewise. Champaign 
will vary the program by doing only professional work. This move 'will be 
regarded with interest. Ex·Supt. Wells, of Ogle, will open his school of in-
dividual instructton, at Oregon. immediately. His skill as a'n instructor and, 
especially his knowledge of methods of teaching, should bring him an abund-
ant patronage. 
The Aurora Beacon devotes a good-deal of attention to the subject of pop_ 
ular education. Its words are usually wholesome and wise. In a recent is-
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sue if was shown that out of 94' pupils in the E. D. high school, 26 are chil-
dren of people who could or would, probably, at some sacrifice procure for 
them a' good academic education, w~re there a first·class institution of ti,e 
kind. at h. nd; and that probably six of these are children of people who could 
procure for them, if they choie, though in some instances at considerable sac-
rifice, a collegiate edu ;ation. In other words, if the public high school were 
not in existence nearly 73 per cent of those who are now enjoying its facilities 
would be deprived ofthe privileges of education they now enjoy. 
The Springfield State J ournal of April 4 contained strong arguments in be· 
half of the state normal schools. 
The directors of school district NO.4, in McHenry county, present a good 
report for the year ending AprilS . The total expenses for the year were 
14.697.80. The amount of cash on hand is ~1,663.94. In spite of opposition 
and proph~ies of failur", the board have added the teach:ng of the rudiments 
of vocal music, to the curriculum of the public s~hool. 
The Woodstock public 'school is reported in excellent condition. 
Wmnebago county has enjoyed another of its annual institutes, under the 
general management of Mr>. Mary L. Carpenter, county superintendent. It 
was a gratifying success in every respect, at least as far ~. we have learned. 
Valuable addresses were delivered by Pres. E. C. Hewett, of Normal; Supt. 
Duane Doty, of Chicago ; Prin. A. R. Sprague, of Evansville, Wis.; Mr. E. 
L. Wells, of Oregon; and other.;. The total nnmber of teachers "in attend-
ance during the week was 176. At the lecture Friday evemng, by Mr. Doty, 
the court-room was crowded by at least a thousand people, and as' many as 
five hundred went away unable to find admittance. The Register character-
izes the speaker's appearance pretty accUrately as follows: "He is a milD of 
large, Gen. Pope· iSh appearance, with long, luxurious, dark beard, which he 
wears in "chin-whisker" fashion. His style is that of the military man or 
politician rather than that ' of the educator. He speaks directly from the 
mouth, without any attempt at display." The music during the institute, 
chiefly fumished by Prof. C. F. Woodward arid his assistants, is commended 
in the nighest terms. The Daily News very justly says,. that to the untiring 
energy, good ' management, and able direction of Mrs. Carpenter is due the 
success of the whole. 
At W:oodstock school matters are very quiet. Two new members of the 
school board. The new board is very harmomous. Their first act was to or_ 
der the purchase of $100 worth of chemical and philosophical apparatus. The 
next meeting of the County Teachers' Association will be held in the hi&h 
school building at this place April 26. Th e meetings are pleasant and 
profitable to" all who attend. . . 
The Decatur Republican speaks- of the examlllatlon of the ward schools, 
at the close of the spring term, as unusually creditable to both teachers and 
pupils, and says: "From all that can be learned i~ a general way, ~t is evi-
dent that the schools of this year are fully as good In all respects as In years. 
past, and the teachers have evidently aimed to do their whole duty." 
Professor Robert McLain Cumnock gave an evening's reading , 0 the em-
ployei of Jansen, McClurg & Co., and their friends, at Hershey Hall, Chica-
go, last week. The reader is Professor of Elocution in the Northwestern Uni-
versity, and is one of the first in his art in the country_ The entertainment 
was all· that might have been expected from the well-known taste an~ profi-
crieney of the- elocutionist. A large audience listened with rapt attention 
t1iroughout. The program emliraced many gems of literature and favorite 
pieces of the rostrum. 
MICHIGAN.-MissElla Finch, late teacher in the Blissfield schools, has 
accepted a .imilar position in the city schools of Adrian. 
At the fifth regular session of the tri-state (Michigan, Ohio, Indiana) teach. 
em' association at Tqledo, 0., May 3, Michigan will be represented by Supt. 
J. C. Jones of East Saginaw, in a discussion of the suBject. "What we owe," 
and by Prof. Isaac N. Demmon of the University in a paper entitled :'Lite-
raJ}' work in the Higher Grades." . 
Mrs. E. Hudsol). has been elected.to fill the vacancy, in the Howell schools 
caused by the resigpation of Miss Jane Neely . . 
Mr. Lysander Dunbar, who has had charge of the Southfield Center school, 
Oakland county, closed WIth an exhibition. An admitl!-nce fee of ten cents 
was charged and about eighteen dollars collecte~. It is reported by the Pon-
tiac Bill Poster that Mr. Dunbar, instead of paying the cost of music, horse 
hire tending door, and other incidentals, as promised, -paid the three dollars 
f~~ the use of the Odd Fellows Hall and left with the remaining fifteen dol 
lars. 
E. O. Grosvernor and James Shearer, "men tried and true," have been 
elected Regents of, llie State University. 
The Athle~c Association of the University has been duly incorporated . . Its 
charter runs for thirty years. 
At the home and day school, No. 62 Miami avenue, Detroit, April 10 was 
observed as " Lowell's Day," and the pupils of Rev. Mr. Liggett and daugh-
ters gave ail entertainment of ~eadings, recitations, and dialogues from Low-
ell. 
The institute at ·Wyandotte was a success. The teachers and citizens are 
fully ahve to the importance of good schools and willing to wODk for them. 
The institute held at Traverse City March 31 t6 April 4, by Mr. aud Mrs. 
H. A. Ford, of Kalamazoo, was the first in Grand' Haven county under the 
new system. It was remarkably well attended, considering the stare of the 
roads and the terrible storms of the ~eek. Sixty-three were enrolled-the 
largest percentage, it is believed, of the total teaching force of the county, 
that has enrolled at a county institute since the law was enacted. Many visi-
tors were present at the day sessions, and the evening meetingll were always 
full, even in the face .of the most inclement weather. The prospects of edu-
cation in this section are most encouraging. 
The Wexford County Institute held at Cadillac the next week by the same 
conductors was small, but filled wit" enthusiastic interest. At the close Of 
the meeting, a reception waa given to Mr. and Mrs. Ford at the McKinnon 
Ho use which developed a great deal of good. feeling for. the new institute 
system and for popular. education. . 
There are about ninety candidates for graduation from the State Normal 
School this year-fifty in higher courses and forty in the lower course. The 
class this yea. will be the largest ever graduated at the Normal. 
Co L . Houseman, superintendent of the Muskegon schools, is reported do-
ing excellent work. 
The Detroit board of education has rejected a proposition to keep the pub-
lic library open in the evening. 
L. D. Niles, principal of the Grand Ledge school, was recently arrest~d for 
assault and batterr..committed on one of his .pupils, but the jury returned a 
verdict of "not guilty." ' .. 
Lieut. Cecil of the 13th U. S. Infantry has been detailed for duty as pro-
fessor of military scien~e and tactics at the M,ichigan M ilitary Academy at. 
Orchard Lake. 
OHlO.-State School Commissioner Burns has appointed the following 
Board of State School Examiners for the term' oftwo years : W. W. Ross, 
of Fremont; Charles L. Loo" of Dayton; Charles R. Shreve, of MartinIs 
Ferry. Mr. Ross served two years in the old Board. They are all eood 
men and are actively engaged in school work. Their appointment will eive 
general satisfaction to the teachers of the state. 
The closing week of the winter term of the Columbus schools was designated 
by the Boare! of Education as a tim~ for a general visitation by the citizens. 
During the week nearly ten thousand visits were made. 
The codifying commission have limited the levy for school purposes, in 
Cincinnati to two and a half mills; Cleveland to four and a quarter mills; 
Toledo to six mills; and Columpus and Dayton to four mills. Should the 
Legislature confirm the work of this commission, these cities will be compell-
ed to suspend the erection of any new buildings and to reduce the salaries of 
teachers. It is believ~d, however, that the General A ~sembly will not accede 
to the limits of the commission. The running expenses of the schools Of 
Columbus and Dayton require a levy of four and one-half mills_ Should the 
report of the codifying commission be endorsed by the Legislature, the public 
schools of the cities of this state will receive an irreparable injury. The mem-
bers of the boards of education are active in their efforts to aventhe calamity. 
The Fifth Regular Session of the Trl-State Teachers' Association will be 
held in Toledo SatUrday, May 3. The program promises an interesting 
and profitable meeiing_ 
The election of members of the Boa~d of Education in Columbus haa re-
sulted favorably to the puBlic school interests. 
T1u Siale, a new paper published at Cleveland, vigorously advocata com-
pulsory education. It says: 
"In the state of Oliio we have enforced taxation to build school houses 
employ teachers, and furnish all the means of education, but we have no; 
adequately enforced educauon." This is a triple wrong,-fir. t, to the youth 
who lire thus robbed by neglectful parents, guardiaus, or employers; second, 
to the \ax-payer. wnose money is taken from him on the pledge of the state 
that he shall have those return benefits to himself and his property which the 
eeneral education . pf the j>COpl~ brin~ to all; and third, to the people or. 
the state and nation, whose hi&hest mterests are in jeopardy by this mOlt 
~ neglect of, a duty 10 vlt8J. to the eQvcmmeDt." _ 
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CORRESPONDENCE. 
"CONSISTENCY, THOU ART A JEWEL." 
To llu Editors 0/ I". W"kly: 
I am well aware that it is presumption for a country schoolteacber to under. 
take to write for an educational journal that has the able corps of contribu· 
tors that the WEEKLY has. Greater still is the presumption in writing any 
reply to an article from the pen of a teacher from the city, especially one 
from the city of Chicago. I am well aware that, metaphorically speaking, 
he may easily set his foot upon this defenseless head and tread it 
out of sight in the mud of literary annihilation. Yet notwithstanding 
all these things, I wish to note a few things about G. D. Broom· 
eU's article in No. 110 of the WEEKLY, in which he so severely applies 
his scholastic lash to Superintendent Marble. I confess that I live out in the 
country and possibly am fifty or a hundred year. behind the times. I do con-
fess that I cannot see the present need of so much effort to reform our spell-
ing. If I may judge from the foreign words which I find scattered here and 
there in my limited reading, tae 'French, Italian, Spanish, and other languages 
stand in a greater need of reform than the Enl:lish' does. No one dares to at-
tempt the pronunciation of words from these languages without consulting 
his dictionary in every case. For example, what words have we in the Eng-
lish langllage any worse than (aoul("ou(, mtsdaltUs, b.au, b.aux, ("arg'tI' 
affair'I, and many others? ' _ 
But granting a reform to be immediately necessary, and expedient, we have 
had nothing offered that answers th~ requirements of the case. No system 
yet proposed has ever been consistent with itself. I have never yet seen one 
that was not full of contradictions, errors, or inconsistencies. As an illustration 
of this, let me call attention to Mr. Broomell's communication. He has en-
deavored to illustrate his method by introducing his reformed spelling into 
his article, but has failed to carry out his theory in practice. In the firSt place 
he ought to reform the spelliug of his name standing at the head of his arti-
cle by omitting at least the final I. Throughout he spells sp.lling with two 
r s, and one would be much more simple. In the fourth line he should spell 
speaally, sp.(ally. He retains the final • in the word (onlinu.. In his next 
sentence he ought to say (onuvabl., instead of (on(a Vable. OI"tt"Wist 
should be ol".nuis. R.quir. ought to be r.quir. Neit"", he ought to spell " " 
I"" or nil".r, a/llival., eultival ; prun., prun; b.lI.r, b.I",; analogus, anal-
o!JUS, and a/raid,a/rad. Ind.bltt! he retains, which would be much more 
in keeping with the spirit of his paper if spelled intl.l.d. Siov. should be slov; 
Englantl, 'nglantl; sp;I., spil ,' mainlai", manlan: ".silal., ".silal; roul., 
roul/ I.arning, I.rning; ought, 01/ slal.menl, slalmenl; b'.nts, bizn .. ; 
r.a("I, ruM; and gr.ally, grally. "Consistency, thou art a jeweI." 
I am now ready to make my literary "last will and testament," for I can 
almost see the shadow of extinction coming to drop mercilessly upon this 
head, and I know my time is short. 
COUNTRY ScHOOL TEACHER. 
THE INTER-STATE ORATORICAL CONTEST. 
, To I'" Editors 0/ I". Wedly.-
The Jndges selected for the Inter-State Oratorical contest are : Gen. Wm. 
H. Gibson, Ohio; Wm. T. Harris, St. Louis; and ex·Gov. Will. Cumback, 
Indiana. Iowa State University is making arrangem~nts to do ,itself credit in 
the entertainment of its guests. The date of the 'contest is the 7th of , May 
next, at Iowa City. ' ALBION N. FELLOWS, President. 
WHAT IS YOUR NAME, ANDWHERE-DOY.oU LIVE? 
As an illustration of the difficulty we often experience in decipherinl: the 
names of our subscribers we publish the following playful note from--where? 
Our friend-an'd all other friends-will see that the miStakes are not all due 
to our carelessness. -If there were only one Athens in the world we would 
be pretty sure' we knew wher~ t1iis letter came from: • 
ATHENS, AprilS, 187.9. 
S. ,R. Winclull c,. Co., C4kagIJ : 
DEAR ~lRS :-1 have endeavored upon several OccasiOnS to iell you what 
my name 18. That lliave not SlIcceeded in informing you, is evident from 
the address upon my journal, received to-day. 
If I am guilty o~ ~me heino~ ?ffense ,by which 1 forfeit the riglit to my 
legal name, I feel Justified ID c1inglDg to It until 1 am legally informed that I 
have no c1aim upon it. : 
• Now, ,sin,}l you will be kind enongh to lay aside your prejudice for once, 
III1d call me by my lawful name, I shall be pleased; the P08tmaste.r will be 
saved trouble, and my friends have one subject less for remarks. Allow me 
then, upon the close of this to give to you the phonetic analysis of the word 
"Ramey," and not the word "Ramsey." R natural,long a, '" natural, long 
" and Y, f?r relief from, French; thus making the word Ramey complete wi~­
out additIOn, modification, or cancellation. 
Permit me to endorse, 
THE VIc;j'IM OF A MISSPELLED NAME. 
Originally Ramey, transformed to "Rainy," "Roney," "Runny," "Riney," 
"RuRlsey," "Ramsey." . 
GERMAN AND FRENCH IN PUBLIC SCHOOLS. 
10 Ih. Edilors 0/ t".We.klv : 
I cheerfully endorse your remarks on S . M. Augustine's letter, concerning 
"German in the Public Schools,"-see No. 110. 
Certainly, let German be taught in our schools; let it be taught w.II, by as 
cempetent teachers as we ha".e for other important branches. Let it be taught, 
not on. year, as is ' usually the case; but six years if possible,-university 
courses in modern languages exclusive. The day has co~e when French and 
German must asume their right place in our schools and colleges; just as 
French and English have in Germany for more than fifty years, and in France 
for the last ag'" years, i . •. , since the last country has realized the imjJCMance 
of knowing what other nations know and do. . 
I would like to say, let French be also taught in our public schools, not one 
year but six years; but I fear it would b~ asking too much at a Ume. Studen'ts 
look to Germany for what they cannot, or rather do not try to find in this , 
country. Not only students, but to some very great extent, tVery on. in this 
country believes that Germany is I"e land. That being the case, added to ' 
your very forcible remarks, referred to above, let German be taught in our 
schools. The day will come when Franct:,-a sist.r republic,-will have her 
turn; then I shall say, let French be taught,-a forliori. 
AI.FRED HENNEQUIN. 
MOD. LANG. DEPT., UNIV. OF MICHIGAN. 
ANN ARBOR, April 3, 1879. 
A GENERAL FORMULA FOR X. Y. Z'S PROBLEM. 
To t". Editors 0/ t". We.k(y : 
The second member of the second test equation in my criticism of 'R's' 
solution should read =1193. This renders the solution easier, but it illllS-
rates the fact that we-either have to 'know, or guess .;.:adly, a value of one' 
of the unknown quantities ID using'R's' method. 
A few mornings since, I made a very elegant general formula for solving 
such problems as that referred to by X. Y. Z. (Will be published next week.) 
A boy will learn more true wisqom in a public school in a year than by & 
private education in five. It is not from masters, but from their equals, that 
youth learn a knowledge of the world.-Goltlsmit". 
Premiums for New Subscribers. 
I. To any prumt subscn'hr for THE EDUCATIONAL WEEKLY: 
who will send a new subscriber's name, with the cash for a year'; 
subscription ($2.50), the publishers hereby offer to give a copy 
of ANY BOOK PUBLISHED, the retail price of which does 
not exceed $1.00. 
2. To any present subscribe" who will send two new subscri-
bers' names, with the cash ($5.~0), we offer to give anyone or 
more books, the combined retail price of which does not exceed 
$2.50, or we will extend the subscription of/ the one sending the 
money one full year. ' / ' 
3. To any present subscn'ber wh,o will send more than two new 
' subscribers' names, with the cash, at $2.50 each, we will give any 
books published, tlie combined retail price of which does not 
exceed one half the amount of money sent. 
These who wish books for their own personal use, or for pres-
ents, will find here an easy way to obtain them. The boou 
will be sent t~oilgh the mail" or by express, at the expense of 
THE PUBLISHERS, 
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STATE NEWS. 
MINNESOTA.-Miss Harriet E. Clark, of Trempealeau, Wis., has just been 
elected teacher of reading and composition in the St. Paul high school. Miss 
Clark is a ~raduate of Oshkosh Normal School, and was at one time assistant 
.in the LaCrosse high school. She is a very methodical and efficient teacher, 
IUId we believe she will be successful in her new field of labor. 
A teachers' insti tute was held in Preston, Fillmore county, commenCing 
March 3 [ and continuing through the week. P rof. B. M. Reynolds, Princi-
pal of the school at Northfield, and Mrs. Sanderoon, at one time preceptres; 
in the Winona Normal School, were teacbers, tbe institute being under tbe 
charge of John Brady, Esq., the county superintendent. There were abont 
one hundred and thirty members. who were intelligent in their appearance 
and earne.t in their work. An able, scholarly address was given on Monday 
evening by Hon. D. Burt, State Superintendent. Prof. Reynolds lectured 
Wednesday evening and Col. Colburn, a lawyer of Preston, read a valuaLle 
paper on Thursday evening on schuollaw. On Tue"day evening the Banning 
Sisters of St. Paul, gave a first class entertainment in reading. Most of the 
members of the institute attended and were greatly profited thereby as well as 
highly entertained. On the whole , the institute was quite successful. Mr. 
Brady, the county superintendent, shows himself to be business·like, faithful, 
and able official, who should be continued in his present office. 
Carleton College opened April 9 with nearly 100 students. More are ex-
pected. 
MISSOURI.-It is the complaint of Tlu St. Lo"is Globe-Democrat that Mis-
souri, with a population of over 2 ,000,000, has n )t a single college, outside of 
St. Louis, ~f even fhe third rank, after the standard of Eastern schools. . 
The following plan of reducing expenses and, at the same time, retaining 
German instruction, has been recommended by a committee of the St. Louis 
School Board. In certain designated schools o~e German-English teacher 
shall be placed in charge of a room on each floor, whose duty it will be to 
give German instruction on that fluor in addition to teaching her 
regular classes in her room. While she is engaged in conducting the' Ger-
man recitations, the teacher in whose room the German class may be will con-
duct the regular class recitations in the room of the German.English teacher. 
The revised school law in Missouri, as agreed upon by the Legislative 
Committee on Education, provides for a six months' school term in each dis-
trict without " vote of the people, except when the effect is to require a tax 
levy exceeding forty cents on the $100. The school year is to begin on the 
first day of August, and all reports of statistics, as well as all contracts and 
other matters, shall be made for the year beginning on that day. Courity 
School Commissioners are to be elected by the people at the general election 
for state and county officers, ancl their duties are enlarged. 
IOWA.-Mr. J. C. Thomas has our thanks for a copy of Me"r; Barnes & 
Co.'s latest school publication, Fourtem Wieks itl BO/4"Y. It is a first-rate 
book. 
After a short but exciting course the Davenport school board adopted the 
Appleton series of Readers. 
The state c£,nt"st in oratory or declamation, for high school pupils, will 
take place at Waterloo, M.y 16. A numb.r of the best high schools are pre -
,paring to participate, and will send delegates. These contests stimulate im 
provement in voice c"lture. We hope the first meeting will be an enthusias 
tic one. 
Gen. Thomas H. Benton Jr., formerly a resident of Mar; halltown, and for 
several term, Superintendent of Puhlic InstructIon in this s ate, died in St. 
Louis last week. 
The Nashua Post strongly favors 'the re-nomin'ation of H OIl . C. W. von 
Crelln. It says: "If the rule that to an efficient officer should he accorded a 
second term is good for anything, then it is our opinion that the Stllte Supt. 
should be re-nominated ." 
We ~lip the following from the l o,va iYonllal lIron/hly for April, \0 show 
that errors are not confined to any particular school journal: "The extract 
purporting to be from a report of Supt. D. Miller, given in the March No, 
• hould have been credited to Supt. F . W . Guernsey, of Plymouth county. It 
was all right but the name; and what is there in a name?" That new Geog-
raphy has been ordered., I 
"There have been thirty-five educational meelings in Marshall count)' dur-
ing the past winter. Can any county in the state show a better record?' uks 
the RepulJlican. 
There are 142 pupils in the deaf and dumb asylum at Council Bluffs . . 
It costs $2.75 per week for meals, room, heat, and light at the Iowa State 
Normal School. 
'P&NNSVLVANI.~ .-W. G. Waring, of Tyrone, in5tituted the first institute in 
the state, and was a full spoke in the wheel that brought in the county super-
intendency. He is yet one of the most active and efficient educators in the 
state . 
The Superintendent of Schools in Clarion county sent out a manual during 
his first term which has done great good elsewhere, and no doubt to all the 
schools under his particular care. He has lateiy employed a -simple and 
practical means of succes'fully improving primary school teaching, as the 
first consideration in tlie work of education. He induces the teachers gener . 
ally to acquaint themselves with the French improvement called "dicte"," 
(illu5tr~ted circulars of the adaptation of it to English are obtainable at the 
Phonetic Depoi, Tyrone, Pa.) Besides greatly reducing the enormous 
amount of time and labor employed in spelling drill, this method secures 
clearer utterance, makes more skillful pencilers, and imparts readiness in com-
posItion. For the dicte'; deals wholly with words 'in use; showing not only 
the spelling, but grammatical variations, and rhetorical changes of place Or 
substitutions. It teaches spelling III the way we all ultimately fall into-that 
of copying the word with the hand from the image seeD in the m'ind' s eye, and 
verfying it by comparing the two. For instance, we write such a new and 
awkward word as Szegedin, without any thought of repeating th!O letter-names. 
We don't apply at all to the ear orthe tongue forthespelling of it. We sim-
ply take a copy from the image which the eye photographed when we saw it 
in the paper last week. Both the hand and the eye soon become expert in 
thIS. Why waste so much time in first teaching the comparatively dull and 
unreliable ear?-~ARING. 
WEDGWOOD'S 
Topical Analysis'. 
NI'W and Enlarged Edition now Ready. 
TOPICAL ANALV!:>IS of Descripti~e Geogrnphy, United States History, 
Practical Arithmetic, Physiology and Hygiene, Physical Geography, Eng 
lish Grammar and Penmanship. For use in Common S~ho"ls, Normal 
Schools and Teachers' Institutes. Revised Edition, pp. 115. By GXORG& 
S. 'WED~WOOD, Superintennent of Schools at Atlantic, Iowa. Price So 
cents. Chicago: S. R. Winchell & Co. 
The Third Ednion of this ~pllb.r work is now ready for delivery. It has ~ecn enlarged 
by the addition of an analysis of the subjects of Phrsica' Geography, Enghs~ Grammarl and Penmanship. It is the most convement and u:;efu book yet wrlt.ten for Institute, norma 
school and grammar schoolinctructors. The subjects are systematically outlinedJ so that 
it IS I~lmatenal whether a class is supp1i~ with uniform text·books or nC?t .. it IS well 
adapted 10 any good text-book -and hence 15 of great advantage to county m,tltutCi and 
.. chools where a diversity of books prevails : I~ saves to ~he teache~ the grea~ labor and 
time of cOp'ying on the blackboard , orof dlctatlOg. ~ outhnefor re":lcw or reCitation, and 
to the pupils the imm.ense burde!l of wri.ting th~ outh!'e down for ~helr own use. They ~e 
not in dal'ger of maklOg errors 10 copymg their outhDe! or of 10sl!,g the ~aper UpUI which 
it IS written. Send for a copy and convince yourself of Its surpassmg utllity. 
TESTIMONIALS. 
The followincz are a few of the opimons eXP":Ised conce~n~ the previous editlons.; " 
"I find it wen adapted to the purposes for which you dcslgn It, ~d can most heartily rec· 
ommend It to teachers and students." -Miss A66u GijToyd, ftfarsluJlllD'W". /t)'Wa . 
"Ii'or the use of students somewhat advanced, and particularly the reviews, I consider 
it a work of practical value."-HoIIJ Alo,,.o A61rn#th". 
"I am mltel, pleased with the parts I have exammed. • • • I particularly hke your 
division of our hlslory mto.fONY periods. 1t is the mO$t easy and the ONly "alural diviSion . 
The 3rrang~eot of aeoa:raphy is most excelleat. In PhysiolOlY and Hy&icDe the belt 
topical arrana:ement I have ever secn."--$4ra.4. E. Me/"ltUn, 7tJlilt, Fli. 
"\ our Topical Ana!y4is is ,ood. lUke it."-S.,pt. A4r",! eMIl. D",wr, Cli. 
f'} have given the work especial attenUon. I believe it ~sesses real merit, as the sub· 
jecL' are arranged not only ItI;icaJly, but systematically, and it can not (all matenally to 
benefit 4")' teache~. but especially those who have had but a limited exericnce in teachin,!' 
-D. G Perki,", DIJ'. MOIIII$,/tnU:a. . 
,i l nave been using it for the past two or three years, and am very much pleased with It. 
I thi nk my pupils , under that plan, gain at least one.half more practical knowledge tban " 
under any other plan 1 have ever used. They not only advance rapidly, but seem to take 
pleasure 10 lItudymg and rec1tinl in that way." ... D . S, McCoum. . 
"As you claim, 1 believe the use o( the book will save much labor 00 the part of teach-
en and will provc\ in the hands of pupils, a great savin, to the p~trOIlS of the schools, by 
doiog away witha aemand fora uniformity of text·books: ·--Holt. 7'". P. SIat:h, Stilte S.;I. 
PNDlic itUtrwcti01l, Ill . 
. HI find itan excellent lit· Ie book, and would recommendi t tot_chen wishin, to review.' 
Ella L . C/i"ife "teY,/r()1t' JIf , o. 
"l find Wcdgwood's 'l ilpicaJ AfUJlysil a very great help to 'siaodin&' alone. " .. -S. C.Boml 
Ellis Gr~fJe,111 .... '. 
Retallfrice. So rcnls. Discount to the trade. Copies for exami,nabOlllCnt postpaid 
receipt 0 retail pn ... c.. ~ 0 attention paid to orden unacco}npanied by the cuh. 
Add .... the publilhe ... , 8 . 8. WINCHELL.t CO., Ch1caao. III. 
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Standard Text-Books. 
UNDERWOOD'S ENGLISH LITERATURE. 
A Hand·Book of Eng-lis!1. Literature, intended/or I lu 
USt of Co/lege4 a'Jd Hirk Schools , as a ComjJa1,joH {~,ltl 
Guiu/or Private Sttl-U"!s, and/or glllert"/ rmdmr 
By Francis H . Underwood, A. M. . 
BRITISH AUTHORS. $2.50. 
AMERICAN AUTHORS. $2.50. 
A SELECTION OF ENGLISH SYNmIYMES. 
By Archbishop Whately. ' •. 00. 
LATIN SCHOOL SERIES. Seleclions from 
Latin Classic Authors. Part I. Plu1!drus , 7usti*. Nt-
~IM.~~;,~~~esAn~ . lB~~~~bMl:S7~rs ~r ~r:R~:t~~r~~i~~ 
School. '1 2s.-Part II. Casar, Cur /ius, Ovid. With 
NOles and a Vocabulary. By the same editors .• "50 
BACON'S ESSAYS. Wjth annotations. By 
~~eta~I:~s~~~, ~~da;e~los;~ri~il~~ee:.itiBny F~t.ali~~~l 
".50 • 
PRONOUNCING HAND·BOOK OF WORDS 
often Mispronounced. By Richard Soule ::md Loomis J. 
Campbell. School edition. 3S cta. 
AN ARITHMETICAL PRIMER. By A. G. 
Mcthfeuel. Paper covers, IS cts . 
YOUNG FOLKS' HISTORY OF THE U. S. 
~~dT::~:d t~e~!:~?~c~~~.nsoWitf:~~n~~!/III~s~~~ 
lions. '1.50. 
YOUNG FOLKS' BOOK OF AMERICAN EX-
PLORERS. Uniform with "Youlfr Fo/Ju' HiltDry of 
tlu Unit,d Stat",,' By same author. Illustrated. ,I.SO. 
STORY of our Country. By Mrs. Lewis B. Mon· 
roe. School edition. '1.00. 
PROF. MONROE'S Home, School, and Public 
Readings. In prose aDd verse. 
HUMOROUS READINGS. '1.50. 
MISCELLANEOUS READINGS. '1.5°. 
DRAMATIC READINGS. $1.50. 
YOUNG FOLKS' READINGS. $i.50. 
THE COLUMBIAN SPEAKER. Consisting of 
a a:reat Variety 01 New Pieces for Declamation . Selected 
and adapted by L. J . Campbell and O. Root, Jr. 75 cts. 
THE HANDY SPEAKER. A Col'ection of 
ChOice Extracts for Slleaking and Reading. By Geo. Il. 
Baker. 'J .oo. ' 
THE READING CLUB and Handy Speaker. 
Being 8electiolli in Prose and Poetry ; Serious, Humorous. 
PathetiC, Patriotic, and Dramatic. For R eadings and 
.. Recitations. Edited by Geo. M. Baker. Nos. J, 2, 3, .. . 
5, and 6, cloth. 50 cts , each; papel, IS cts. each. 
LITTLE PIECES FOR LITLLE SPEAKERS 
The Primary School Teacher's Assistant . Illustrated 
cloth, 7S Cll .; half morocco, 60 Cts. 
ELOCUTION SIMPLIFIED. By Walter K. 
Fobel • . SO cll. 
MOTHER·PLA Y. By Frederick Frcebel (Ihe 
father of Kmdera:arten). Tra~lated from the orla:inai by 
Miss .Josephine J arvis and Miss F. C. Dwight. 'Vith SO 
full .. paa:e dlUltradolll, and a great number of orhdnal Ger-
man Kindergarten songs with EnClish Words. Roya1 410• 
, • • 00. 
PRIMER OF DESIGN. By Charles A. Barry. 
15 Ctl. net; by mail 90 cts. 
ELEMENTS OF DESIGN. By Dr. Wm. Rim-
mer, Boslon Art School. For the use of Teachers and 
Parents. With 48 full pages of Illustrations, '2.00 net; by 
mall, '2.25. 
THE ART OF PROJECTING: By Prof. A. E. 
Dolbear. A ManUal of Ex:pcrimentation in Phys-
ica, Chemistry, and Natural HIStory, with the Porle-
Lumiere and IIagic L:mtern. With numerous Illustrn-
tiona. ~I.SO. 
THE TELEPHONE. By Prof. A. E. Dolbear. 
An account of the Phenomena of Electricity Magnetism 
and Sound. With Dlrection~ for making a Speaking l'ele~ 
phone. Fully Illuttrated. 75 Cll. 
A MANUAL OF ENGLISH PRONUNCIA-
TION AND SPELLING. Containing a Full Alphabet. 
ical Vocabulary of the Languaee. By Richard Soule and 
W. A. Wheeler " .50. 
GETTING TO PARIS. A Book of Practical 
French Convercation. By Franeil S. Williams, A. M., 
author of " Ena:Ush lbto FJCDch." 'I.sa.-Same in two 
parts, each,'J .oo. 
-.- For .. Ie by all Booksellers. Sent by mail, postpaid, on 
receipt of price. Special termsforintroductloD. Catalogues 
mailed Cree on application. 
LEE & SHEPARD, Publishers, 
cca BOSTON. 
PtA. YS T!'bleau!', Dialogu;', Reclta~ Colored 
hi by HA},W' :O'U'R~oC~~: ;'B..ID&D ~";r~t 
To T.~ach~rz or an~ wa,"ing .flirk Bred Poul -
try : 
Plymouth Rocks a Specialty. Eggs, (or setting, I J for '2. 
Eggs securely pa~ked to be sent any distancc;- ~ 
Residence AustlD, III. Office, 100 'VashlDg~on Street, 
ChIcago.' cca J . DUN.'EE, 
H. F. WICHT, 
Author and Teacher of 
Wigltt's Kindergarten Harmonic System 
For the Piano, and of Wight's 
KINDERGARTEN SYSTEM OF MUSICAL INSTRUCT'N 
For Public Schools. 
SCHOOL COMMITTEES who desire to 'save the ex-
:h~:eof°th~n~!:! (claiU:if~';kk(~:~I~~~~~ i;~ih~: :i~ 
months' time, produce the results of five year's study), may 
confer with the author by addressirg him at 156 Tremont St., 
(Chickering's Pianoforte Rooms) Boston, Mass. 
B .... this system the pupil illed on thlough a tangible pro· 
cess, and cannot make the least advancement except he un-
derstand Lhoroughly all preceding lessons, H ence every 
pupil IS enabled to UNDERSTAND: which can be s dd oC 
no other school system known. So thorough and limlle 
also is it that in places where it is adopted, after the c10le 
attention of the music master, the public school teacher can 
carry on the music fcs oeons during long i "tervals of hh ab-
sence. thereby lessenine the expense of an inlttructor in this 
important branch of education. that, heretofore, many coun~ 
try towns, and cities even, have been unable to support. 
Since boob can be of but little assis,tance in teaching his 
methods, the author desires to state that he will publish 
none, but will make use of those already published, espec-
lalPorf~ r~~J\,feu~:~~sation he will spend three weeks 
ID any local ity where It is desired to introduce his school 
method, and glVe daily instruclion to teachers and schola I . 
To learn his PIANO <',ETHOD it will be necessary to re-
ma.in a (ew months in Boston. ccl 
Do Your Own Printin&,. 
LEVER STAR PRINTING PRESS. 
BEST, CHEAPEST, STRONGEST,SIMPLEST. 
One-third heaVier than any other 
press. Only press built in which 
the manutacturer has con Ii den e e 
enough in its strength to live a full 
warrantee, . Send 3-Cent stamp for 
i:s':~~:::~ o~~d ~~n~~~ 'b:ka~~ 
C. H . JONES, 
Western Agent Star Press, 
188 Monroe Street. Chicago, 
SCHOOL MOTTOES. 
THIR TY MOTTOES AND 1HE LORD'S PRAYER. 
Twelve Cards printed on both sides. Choice Extracts as 
Bub..-Mottoes. • 
.fh:cb;P~~::d/~~piY~~:1a~~:~~"-t~~~es!ifo~O~nd 
' Green . The best book ink used. Black type, bold and at-
tractive. The mOlt desirable set ye'" issued. 
Addresl S. R . WINCHELL & CO .• Chicago. 
WANTED. 
JO,OCO Agents for the DaVIS Reversible Blocks, (('Ir invo-
lution or evolution of numbers to any power. Cubes in two 
lteps by the inventor of four pew methods, includmg uHiU's" 
of three. Two years' test proves the Reversible the best. 
It sells at siehL The wile will beware of infringements. 
Send regi.tered one dollar for lample ~wer blocks and cube 
to JNO. R. DAVIS, 
CPD Prin. Normal School. Inland. Obi •• 
flAtD Any w~rker can make ••• a day al home. Coolly 
au O\ldiUi~. Addreu True&Co.,A\llUlta,U •• [_ 
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Teachers, Read This! 
AGENTS WANTED. 
Griest Manufacturing Company's 
IMPROVED SINGER 
SEWING MACHINES. 
During vacation you can secure active, out·doDr pa)'i"r 
employment by selling our Sewing Machines. 
Liberal Discormts-Exc/usive Tt!rritory. 
fe:fs~~ue df~i:noJ :u~ho:~!np~~~~:n~~:a~ f~rmci~~rae:~~~ 
terml. )( you want to buy a machine (or your own use, 
write us for circular and price before buying. We can save 
you one-half. Address 
cch 
GRIEST M'F'G CO., 
Washington and Market S15., Chicago. 
Rock River Paper Co., 
138 and 140 Lake St., Chicago, 
Manufacturen and dealers in 
All' Kz'nds 0/ Paper. 
Manufacturers of the 
Patent Red Cedar Carpet Lining and Building 
Paper. 
Samples sent on application 
El:ead..aol1e 
N'e-ura1g1.a P-I LLS 
CELERY ·'Dr. C. W. HaNSON, a practising PILLi 
CELER V physiCIan, at J06 N. Eutaw St., Balti- PILLS 
CELERY more, Md. (who has paid much atten- PILLS 
CELERY tion to nervous diSeases), has discover- PILLS 
CELER Y ed that Extract of Celery and Chama- PILLS 
CELERY mile combined in a certain proportion PILLS 
CELERY invariably cures either bilious, dYlpep- PILLS 
CELERY tic, nervoUl , or s ick headache, neural. PILLS 
CELERY Jia, a nd nervousness. This is a triumpb PILLS 
CELERY In .medical chemistry. and sufferers all PILLS 
CELERY ov<r the country are orderiDg by mail. PILLS 
CELERY He prepares it in pills at SOC. per box. PILLS 
CELERY The doctor is la"ely known and highly PILLS 
CELERY respected in Balumore."-Ejir. Melh. PILLS 
Office, 106 N. Eutaw Slreet, BalllDlore, Md. 
For sale by all wholesale and retail druRsts, or will be 
5C!1t, postpaid, to any address On receipt of price by the pro-
pnetor. ccn 
H C. KOCH &> CO., 
• AIlCHITECTS AND SUPIt:RlNTXNDlUITI. 
School Archilecture a Specialty. 
. Corner WtSconsin St. and Broadway 
Pfister's Block.: U MILWAUKEE. wis. 
F4".~I""~:r!1I • . III~i ewill pAy AgentH a a:lry of 1100 per month and 
exr,naed or allow a large comml881on,: to sell our ne,. pr. ;::. eA~uJr~~eiHxRi4:: reo: K!:t:.ir;J:::~ 
April 17. 1879] 
EXAMINATION QUESTIONS. 
WOOD COUNTY, WISCONSIN. 
SPRING OF 1879. 
Theory and PractiCt. 
I. Outline your first hour's work in a new school. 
2. What is the benefit of a contract? By whom 
should it be signed and approved? 
3. Name four of the most impprtant objects of a 
recitation. 
4. At what time do you allow scholars to ask 
questions, or move about the room] 
5. What i. the proper temperature of a school 
room] 
6. How do you secure ventilation? 
7. What are the chiel 'advantages of a daily 
programme ] 
8. What means do you resort' to to prevent whis-
pering] 
9. How do you stimulate your pupils to study 
the subject matter of the reading lesson? 
10. By what means do you seek to prevent tar· 
diness and absence] 
JI. About what should be the dimensions of a 
country school.house, capable of accommodating 
forty pupils] . 
12. Why should a teacher. m~ke a careful, spe-
cial preparation for each recitation? 
13. Why should the state exercise supervision 
over education]. 
14. What would be your plans for reviews] 
15. Mention some Of the duties of parents to the 
school. 
16. If you find the school-house without c~r. 
tains, maps torn, desks .marked, blackboard mUIII-
. ated, the leaves of dlcttonary loose, do you do any-
thing to remedy these defects] 
17. ~ame five essential qualifications of the true 
teacher. 
18. 'Name five distinguished teachers of ancient 
or modern times. 
19. Give a list of five buoks on the subject of 
teaching. . 
20. What incentives to study can you suggest to 
your scholars ? 
21 . By what method do you teach spelling? 
22. Do you h ave a regular time for writing in 
your school programme ? Do you i"sist that t1Iery 
pupil should take part in the exercise] 
23. What is your view in regard to offering 
prizes to schulars ] 
24. Why do so many teachers fail in school dis-
_ cipline] . 
. 25. Have you ever derived benefit from teachers' 
institutes ] 
Written Ar;lhllletic. 
I. Write the composite numbers between 25 and 
40, and separate each into its prime factors. 
2. Show that a common divisor of two numbers 
is a divisor of their sum and their difference. 
3. 'Divide twenty-four thousandths by. sixteen 
millionths. . 
4. Require the cost of 2400 feet of lumb: r @ 
$7 per M., and 1125 pounds of hay @ $9.50 per 
ton. 
5. What is the smallest sum of money for which 
a person can purchase. either oxen at $85 each, or 
cows at $35 each] 
6. 24 is % per cent of what number] 
7. At 7 per cent what is the amount of $73 ·49 
from Nov. 27,1867, to Feb. 7, 1870 ] 
8. Give the U. S. Rule for computing the amount 
due upon promissory notes with endorsements. 
9. How many rods in length is the diagonal of a 
section] 
10. What is a cube] A cubical bin holds 100 
bushels, what is the length of its edge] 
The Educational Weekly. 
PUBLISHERS' DEPARTMENT. 
BACK NUM.BERS of the WBBKLY will be furnished or ten cents each until the supply is exhaus ted. If notice is sent us of a missing number immediately on 
receipt of the "ext number. we will mail it free. .Always 
give the 1mmher of the paper, nOt the date. 
I n ordering a change in ~he address of your paper, always 
a~~:st~h~na;:d~ce and state From which you wish the' ad. 
Bound volume for 1877, Half Morocco. With gilt stamp, 
can be had for.s.oo. Covers alone. 15 cents. 
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION. 
One year (so Nos.). '3.00 Within 30 days. $,2.50. 
Six months (25 Nos.), 1.75 U Ie 1.50 . 
. Three months (.2 Nos.) .go .15 
]n clubs of five, I year, 2.50 2.25. 
If H ten, U 2.2S 2 .00. 
Sl:~~~O:~¢:SD~!~O=a<ie°~~~~Stht~n~~~k~~ddN:;8 
The.las~!:~ebe~~;ir;:'~b~~~h S!~b~!~~~fs°~n the ad. 
dress label, which thus serves as a receipt tor all money sent 
on account of subscrigtions. 
po~t~ffi~!a~:~e~h~~~er~~:;:~I~~~~I~~r~J!:~!:~~~r&ftc~: 
Do not send Bank Checks. J heJl cost us 25 celtts ajiece 
For collection. 
TERMS OF ADVERTISING. 
Per line, agate measure. 10 cents each insertion. When a 
In6~:bli~~~~:,tiD:~~~t~:~~,':: ~:~t~: N::: Special Notices 
Advertisements running one month or more Will appear in 
all the different mon/Illy editiolls of the WSR KLY, which are 
published for local circulation in the various states . 
. O~~if:o~t~~r~O;g~~:~~~:\~~ ~:?d ~~~~hrr;i~:~~:nnd~cts. 
Address all communications to . 
8, Asht~~:Bt~t~~o~.~~~:a~~R!';t~i~~es,:" 
Chica~o.lIl. 
- The list of books adv~rtised by Lee & Shep-
ard in another column is peculiarly a "teachers' 
list." They are all choice and valuable publica-
tions. Lee & Shepard do not often publish any-
thing el.e . 
-It is not necessary to c,,"11 attention to the in-
vitation of Charles Scribner's Sons, to send for 
circular of reduced price, of Cuyot' s ToVall iliaps. 
Whether you expect to purchase the maps or not, 
it is desirable to be in possession of their fine cir· 
culars and price list. . 
-The demand for our Comparative Examination 
Paper has become so general, especially for county 
and state examinations, where it is desirable that a 
uniform style and quality of paper should be used, 
that we have decided to again reduce the price-
this time to a mere trifle above cost. If the re-
duction increases the sale it may amount to the 
same thing to us. We believe in large sales and 
small profits. The very largest sum it is possible 
for us to make on an order (large or small) of Size. 
A is now only 85 cents. and on Size B $1.85' ; and 
on most orders our profits will be about half those 
sums . 
-Prof. Henry Cohn makes the f" llowiug an -
nouncement to our Western readers. A Scho ,I of 
Languages is to be held at the Norlhwestern Uni-
versity, Evanston, Illinois, conducted on the Nat· 
ural Method, and opens for a term of four weeks 
Aug. 19th, 1879. Experienced native instructors 
will assist the principal in French and German de-
partments. Experimental lessons will be given in 
Latin and Greek, to illustrate the application of the 
sys:em to tbe teaching of the ancient languages. 
Further particulars are given in the circular of the 
"Western Normal School of Lauguages," which 
may be had by addressing E J. }t1mes, Ph. D., 
Evanston, Ill. 
-The advertisement of Ginn & Heath appears 
again this week in the WEEKLY. King's Hand 
book of Boston says of this firm: 
"Ginn &' Heath, whose quarters are on Tremont 
Place, have been in business only about ten years, 
and yet they have become the leading publishers 
of School. Books in New England. 
" The American Bookseller says of the firm: 
'Probably no educational publishing house in the 
country has attained such success in an equal 
length of time.' 
"The excellence of their typography is note-
worthy; but the real secret of their success is the 
culture, good judgment, and indomitable persever-
ance of the two members of the firm. In educa-
tional publications they have been leaders, and not 
servile followers or imitators. Among their chief 
'books are Allen & Greenough's Latin Course, 
Goodwin & White's Greek Course (comprising a 
full line of authors preparatory to college, and 
many for college use), White's Latin Lexicon, Lid-
dell & Scott's Greek Lexicon, The National Music 
Course, Whit ney's English Grammar, Pierce's, 
Wentworth's, and Wheeler's Mathematical Course, 
Hudson's Shakespeare's Plays in pamphlet and 
book form, "Life, Art, and Characters of Shakes-
peare," Classical English Reader, Burke, Webster, 
Bacon, Goldsmith. Arnold's English Literature, 
and Hall's Geographies These books Ilre a little 
more than abreast of the times, and yet have been 
fully appreciated by earnest teachers. . 
"This house has in its list of authors the names 
of some of the best known men of Harvard and 
Yale ; and its books are used in nearly all the lead-
ing schools and colleges of the United States." 
THE NATIONAL ~IUSIC COURSE. 
Consists 11/ Fou,. Series oj Music Charts and Five Music 
Readtrs. 
Used in nearly all the leading Cities of the United States. 
THE FIRST SEIUES OF CHARTS AND FIRST 
READE R arc intended for children from five to eight years 
of age. 
THE SECOND SERIE~ OF CHARTS AND SEC-
OND REA DER take up the elements in more rapid pro. 
gression. 
TIfE THIRD SER IES OF CHARTS AND THIRD 
READE R take up the various intervals, maj or and minor 
thirds, triads, and the mOSl usual forms of the chords of the 
seventh and ninth. Three-part songs are introduced to il-
lustrate the harmonit·s taught. 
7HE FOURTH SERIES '!I CHARTS and FOURTH 
READER gives special a ttention Lo expression. 
The Reader, under a. competent instmctor, may he used 
in advanced Grammar Schools where no previous systematic 
instruction has been given 
THE FIFTH OR IfIGIf SCHOOL READER, AND 
1HE GIRLS HIGH SCHOOL READER, have been es-
S~h~~tI Yfo~o~nh~~~e:o g~d~t ~rem~~r;i~~a:ai~LS c~~~ai~~I'~ 
works now used-in such schools. 
THE NATIONAL MUSIC TEACHERS, Nos .• and 
2 , sltow the precise work ollhe tucher and class, carefully 
~xpb.ining each step . 
A full descriptive Catalogue mailed on application. 
GINN & HEATH, PubH<hers, 
chu 46 Madison Stre~t, Chicago, lll._ 
Fulton & Eastnzan's Book-keeping. 
The attention of teachers is requested to a "nv editio" OJ 
FULTON C>- EASTMAN'S' 
Single and Double Entry Book-Keeping_ 
to ~~~::de~~ ~::~f ~h~~~~, ~~dk th~ar~e~~~~:bl~~nn~i~~ 
_ with which it has retained its popularity, white rival works 
~~t~~~ethne hC~;dekl~~~ &nE::tt~c:~I,~ b:~:t:~;fn1~:~~~~s~ 
the good opinion of educators. 
Over 150,000 have been sold, and the demand continues. 
Single copies for examination, with a view to introduct!on 
will be sent by mail, postpaid, upon receipt of 60 cents, and 
a full set of blanks upon receipt of 4S cents. 
'1 he price of the Text-Book is one dollar, a.nd for six 
blanks, 75 cents. 
H . B. NIMS & CO .• Troy, New York.,-: 
G LO BE$, ~~rS~~ta't~g,::: !.~~B~ ~i~' ~tC'::: . .f:O~d 
New York. ' e-o-w-clp 
-
Primary Teachers! 
THE BOOK YOU NEED. 
How to T~ach E/~menlary ArithmetiC. 
Crube's Method 
Of Teaching Arithmetic explained, with a large number of 
Practical H ints and 11 u5trations, 
By Prof. Lonl. Soldan, Principal '!It'" Normal &"""1, 
St. LoNil, Mo. 
Many teachers know of "Grube' . MethodH by the heartn&: 
of the ear. They will be thankful COT the dar which tint 
:::~:hth~ ~~~a:mi~~~~!:d~~~~~; t~a~he~ 1:0 fili~U!~~ 
!:ldO:,~~e~~~'o~~~~:!r:~~' No free copies fo~rexami. 
S. R. WINCHELL & CO., PubU.hen 
8. ~d Block. ChlcaCo. 
188 The Educational · Weekly. 
THE IMPROVED ADAMS & WESTLAKE 
OIL ' STOVE. 
The only stove made with wire gauze inside the reservoir, 
on the same pnnciple as the 
THE HIGHEST PREM rUM, 
A sn. VER MEDAL, 
At the Paris Exposition of 1878, for SAFETY, CA-
PACITY, and DURABILITY. 
Made in four !ize5, I, 2, 3. and .. burners . 
Send for Catalogue and Price List. 
TH E ADAMS & WESTLAK E MAN'F'G COMPANY, 
Slore Office, 100 Lake $t., Chicago. ech 
FINE 70B 
BOOK-BINDING. 
A.7. cox & co., 
Have the But Apjloi"tt d EstaIJli,hlll, ,,t and are doi g th 
most exten ~ ive busmcas of any houllc in the West in tht: li llC~ 
of 
EXTRA, FAIR, AND COMMON JOB WORK. 
Estimates for Re·binding Libraries fumilhed. 
Col/eEu, Sclloo/s, and Associations dealt 
w;'th on a Liberal Scale. 
Price Lisu furnished on application. 
cay CLARK AND ADAMS STS., OmOAGO. 
SCHOOLS FOR TEACHERS 
Are obtained by Ihe 
) Western Bureau Of Education. 
ESTABLISHED IN 1874. 
Mesa .... KLEIN & KIMBALL, Wealem Publiahe .. of 
the Nat/glial a"a, Nnu E1Igla1Ul ' 7".""'''/$ q/ EJllcatio., 
desire to announce that they have ,reatly increased their (a· 
dllties (or ncurinl positions (or teachers, and (or supplying 
schools with luperintendents. principals, and assistants. 
"Their calls come not only {rom public schools,-but (rom 
academles,seminaries, aDd coUeles, and are for teachers o( 
:~r~~r:::;;!fes~O~e primary to the city luperintendent 
The Bureau ia endorsed by leading educators throughout 
the country, among whom are the (allowing : 
Hon. Newton Bateman, Illinois; 
Pres. J. L, Pickard, Jowa; 
Hon. A. D. White, New York ; 
Prof. G. E. Patrlclf, Kansal: Prof. D. S. Jordan.·Indiana: 
Prof. H. T . Eddy. Ohio. 
Circulars and Application Forms wiU be sent upon request. 
Addre.. KLEIN & KIMBALL. 
N . W. cor. Randolph and LaSalle SIS .• 
Chicago, Ill. 
Harvard ' IJnlversitJ. 
SUMMER INSTRUCTION IN SCIENCE. 
Outlines of the Courses for 1879 can be procured from the 
Inltructors at Cambrid,e, Mus. . 
CHEMISTRY-Mr. C. F. Malery. 
B01·ANy-Prof. G. L. Goodale. 
GEOLOGY, CoURSE I.-Mr. Wm. M. Davis, Jr. 
GEOLOGY, COURSE H.-Prof. N. S. Shaler. 
DuriD~ the lut Ilx yean more than 2~0 persOOI, chiefly 
~~:d!d ·tb=la~,::.d .:c~onn~~:~;i&¥he 'Co~~~afo~ 
1819 .111 bqin on July 7. and contlDue.1x weeks. <Cp-eow 
A. B. Andrs'W,s ~ Co., 
.:t~=.~~~~ School Desks and Apparatus. 
We continue to make the celebrated 
. dovetail "'TRIUMPH" deak-
Centen'! & Puis first awards J 
Also 60 kinds Globes; , SO 
kinds Blackboards. patent 
Dustless Erasers, Ktndergart:. 
en Material, Maps, etc. 
DRS McCHESNEY, 
TEETH, $8 BEST SET, 
Com bining Beauty and Practical U~e. 
GOLD FILLING THE FINEST. 
The Drs. give this department their personal attention. 
. FactI tell flu trllilt. . All dentists will admit that McChes- -
neys in!tert the best teeth for $8. 
ely Cor. Clark and Randolph S .... Chicago. III. 
JOHNSO~'S CYCLOPEDIA, 
-THS·-
BEST PUBLISHep. 
A Ret nearly new will be sold at a bargain if taken at once. 
Address J _ R. C ., 81 Ashland Block, Chicago. ccl 
WARD'S NATURAL SCIEIiCE ESTABLISHMENT 
~o~p~~h:,~a:deC~lIi: :!~ d1P!~~~t!h~ ~a~~~!e S~iiib~ 
aided by plans and tlc~edules of what can be furnished them 
~C::J''::tl su:s :!idh o~~i~:~f:~iR~~ks, AF~=ib~C~~o~ F~sils. Ceological Maps and Models, SkeletonsJ. Stuffed 
Mammab, Birds, and Reptiles. Batrachlans and l'ishes in 
alcohol: Crustaceans, Mollusks, Echinoderms, Crinoids, 
Corals, Sponges, Foramenifera, etc., dry and in alcohol. 
Also most intcrestinL Glass Models of Invertebrates, Ameri. 
rc:v~d For~~i.B~. ~~WARi>~nf~M~.irR~h~~er. N . Y. 
The School-Room SOllg Budget, 
A Colllction 0/ Songl a"" Music for Schools anti E :,ua· 
catt'onal Gallt.erinr', Compi/ld 6jI E . V. De Gra" 
Cnu/"'c/Dr of Trackers' 1.,Ii/Jilel. 
ENLARGED EDITION. 
fiv~f~r.~::e BNI~~ti::~::d~:h~!~~e:iy rbZu:':tgsP~~~ 
IS cents: '1 .50 per dozen; $10 .00 per hundred, net. 
Se~d 10 8. R. WINCHELL & Co .• Chicago. 
TO INTEREST YOIJR PIJPILS. ' 
w';!:r:bJ:c~ isw~ni~~~:!tPl~~ct~~!i::i~ lfin~io~ ~~~kal!,~t 
the curious thinp there are in the world. It exercises a 
prolou.od mRueoce upon them; it wakes them up to think. 
and ltudy for themselves; it encourages aelf·education. It 
will prove·an incentive wuhout an equal . Don' t (an to send 
for this paper ifloU want to wake your pupils up, and have 
them stay wake up. Send SO cents (or a year if you must 
lend 10 cents (or three numbers-but 110 pollal cards : 
(teachers, don't lIve away your work nor ask us to gtv~ 
away ou ... ) E. L . KELLOGG & Co. 
If - .7 Warren Street, N. Y. 
Teube .. will do their pupils. their achooll, aDd them-
aeJ.v. a200d ""ice by aecunng clubs for the abOve paper. 
-So R.. WDfCJOLL. 
[Number 112 
BOOKS 
FOR TEACHERS. 
The following li , t is published as an aid to those 
who are ordering p emiums fur subscrl hers to THE 
EDUCATIONAL WEEKLY. (See our offer of "Pre-
miums f~r New Subscribers.") 
Any of the wurk s named will be sent postpaid on 
receipt of price, and any book desired may be or-
dered on account of premiums. If the price ex-
ceeds the amount of premiums due. send the bal· 
ance in cash. 
Soldan's Grube's Method of Teaching Numbers. 
Wedgwood's Topicd.l Analysis , 
The Examiner, or Teacher's Aid, 
E~gleston' s (G. C.) How to Educate Yourself, 
Schmidt's History of Education 
('amp's Illustrative Teaching, ' 
Hailman's Kindergarten Culture 
Hailman's Le~tures on Pedagogy, 
Hallman's ObJect Teaching 
Kriege's, The Child . its Na:ure and Relations, 
~!~~~~d:;o~~ef:a%i~;ai~ssons 
Douai's Kindergarten . ' 
One Thousand Mistakes Corrected 
Hill's True: Order of Studies, , 
Payne's School Supervision, 
Wells' Graded Schools 
Hart's In the Schoolro~m, 
Mann and Peabody's Kindergarten Guide, 
Gow's Good Morals and Gentle Manners, 
Herbert Spencer's Education, 
H aldeman's UUlIi{les of Etymo)o-'!y 
Wells' Graded Schools, ' 
Kiddie , Harris n and Calkins' H ow to Teach , 
Russell' s Norma l Trainiug. 
Phelps' Teachers ' Hand-Uook, 
DeGraff'~ School.toom Guide, 
Sizer's H ow to Teach, 
Pottu and Emerson's School a nd S.:hoolmaster 
Page's Theory and Practice of Te .. chtng , 
Raub's Pla in Fducational T .. lks, ' 
~lr~h;~d~rT~~cl::~ht~,~~,~~I, 
Northend's Teacher and Parent, 
Calkins' Prima ry Object of Teaching, 
Holbrook's School Management 
Jewell 's Schoul Governmcnc, J 
Krusi 's Llfe of )'estalozzi, 
PrinCiples and Practice of Teaching, 
Wickersham's School Economy 
Abbott's Teacher, _ ' 
Sheldon's Elementary Instruc tion , 
Sheldon's Lessons on Objects , 
H~lbrook's Normal Methods 01 Teaching, 
Wickersham's 'Methods o( Instruction, 
The Great Conversers, 
Getting on in the World, 
\Vords; Their Use and Abuse, 
}l~~da;ltt~~n and Books, 
Oratory and Orators, 
~':n~~;.~ ~~~~~~~~c:~diPe~~~~:~a~Vse::ture, 
The Family Library of British Poetry, cloth, 
Address, 
• 30 
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8. R. WINCHELL & CO .• Chicago. Ill . 
FOR SALE. 
A SET OF 
ELECTRICAL ApPARATUS, 
Sufficient to execute e~ch of the experiments suggested by 
Prof. Tyndall an his Lecture ... on E lectricity 
consisting of ' 
58 VARIOUS INSTRUMENTS. 
This new an~ complele sel. with ~e materials needed for 
. theexperiments( for sale LOW. 
ALSO TYNDALL'S MANUAL, FOR ONE DOLLAR. 
Address S. R . WINCHELL & CO .. Chicago. 
Monthly Repol'" Cards. 
MONTHLY REPORT CARDS furnished by the publishers ot 
THB EDUCATIONAL WUKLY at O,U Dollar per H",nJrld 
Sample sent OD receipt of one cent stamp. • 
BOOKS, ai 30 •. 4" and SO per ct. discount. Save mODO)'. , Sendtorparttcu1an. H . F. Burt. Palmyra. N.Y. cay 
